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Abstract
The worldwide increasing energy consumption is mainly based on fossil fuel which leads to a large number
of environmental problems. Indeed, the combustion of fossil fuels releases into the atmosphere diﬀerent
greenhouse gases, as well as harmful pollutants. Greenhouse gases are responsible for climate change
while harmful pollutants cause air quality degradation. Moreover, fossil fuel resources are limited and
their depletion will happen sooner or later. Governments of the whole world are urged to take relevant
measures and policies to design and implement strategies for energy transition. To support their choices,
diﬀerent modelling and decision support approaches have been developed, mainly in industrialized countries.
However, these approaches usually lack coherent integration and rely on expensive and often unavailable
detailed data, especially in developing countries.
This PhD aims at develop alternative method for the assessment of air quality and energy strategies
in the framework of developing countries. A key aspect is the simpliﬁcations of intrinsic techniques so
as to facilitate the assessment of diﬀerent strategies. Examples of this approach include the reduction of
computational time, the development of inexpensive methodologies to obtain data or simply the creation
of benchmarks and indicators to support the choices. The developed methods are implemented in Cuba
which seems an excellent test case to design and apply energy strategies for developing countries. On the
one hand, the climate of country presents good opportunities for renewable energy sources integration (e.g.
solar and biomass). On the other hand, the embargo imposed by the United States in 1960 started to have
dramatic consequences on the energy supply of the island when the help of Russia stopped in 1990. It is
now a political issue for the Cuban authorities to improve their energy independency.
The ﬁrst part of this work deals with methods intended to assess emission abatements and air quality
strategies. For this purpose, an air pollution measurement campaign was carried out in Havana. It provided
data to implement and improve a pre-existing methodology capable of estimating Cuban vehicle emission
factors. The statistical analysis of the measurement campaign results pointed-out the traﬃc as responsible
of around 50% of the particulate matter concentration in the street and identiﬁed vehicles pre-1980s as the
most polluting technologies. This work also demonstrates the usability of an emission inventory designed for
air quality simulations. Statistical and benchmarking tools helped to pinpoint diﬀerences between global
and regional inventories, and identify where eﬀorts should concentrate for improving emission data. A
regional emission inventory was used as input in CHIMERE air quality model to simulate the evolution of
air pollution during the year 2015. Then, a series of emission reduction scenarios have been computed to
set up simpliﬁed algebraic relationships (i.e. so-called Source-Receptor Relationship) capable of predicting
the impacts on concentration levels resulting from regional emission abatement strategies, while being more
time-eﬃcient than traditional methods.
The last part is dedicated to explore scenarios for the energy transition of Cuba. To this end, the energy
ﬂuxes between resources, technologies and ﬁnal demand was computed for the year 2015. A set of scenarios
were then designed on the basis of diﬀerent mix of energy resources. The ﬁrst scenario is considered as a
base-line projection and corresponds to the strategy of the Cuban ministry of energy. Three other scenarios
evaluate the consequences of Cuba’s use of renewable resources to fulﬁll a growing percentage of electricity
demand. These scenarios have been compared according to three criteria that seemed the most relevant
for the country geopolitical and economic situation: energy security (degree of dependence from energy
imports), sustainability of the energy resources and population exposure to harmful pollutants. Overall,
the results indicated that energy security and sustainability increase with wind and solar penetration at
diﬀerent rates. A penetration rate of 20% of the demand signiﬁcantly decreases fossil fuel requirements and
imports. Once raised to 50%, Cuba can achieve complete energy independence. The scenario which fulﬁls
100% of the electricity demands from solar and wind resources shows the maximum of sustainability. Not
surprisingly, the penetration of renewables had positive eﬀects on air quality.
Keywords: air pollution measurements, emission inventory, real-world emission factor, air quality
management, source-receptor relationship, energy management, energy planning, Cuba.
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Resumé
La consommation mondiale croissante d’énergie est principalement basée sur la consommation de carburants
fossiles ce qui entraîne un grand nombre de problèmes environnementaux. En eﬀet, la combustion de ces
carburants fossiles dégage dans l’atmosphère diﬀérents gaz à eﬀet de serre, ainsi que de nombreux polluants
nocifs. Les gaz à eﬀet de serre sont responsables du changement climatique globale, tandis que les polluants
nocifs entraînent la dégradation de la qualité de l’air. De plus, les ressources en carburants fossiles sont
limitées et cette ressource s’épuisera tôt ou tard. Les gouvernements du monde entier sont de plus en
plus sollicités pour concevoir et mettre en œuvre des stratégies de transition énergétique. Dans ce but,
diﬀérentes approches de modélisation et d’aide à la décision ont été développées, principalement dans les
pays industrialisés. Ces approches nécessite d’intégrer beaucoup de diﬀérents facteurs. Elles s’appuient sur
des données détaillées coûteuses et souvent indisponibles, en particulier dans les pays en développement.
Cette thèse vise à concevoir des méthodes alternatives adaptées aux pays en voie de développement pour
évaluer la qualité de l’air et les stratégies énergétiques dans ces pays. Cuba a été choisie pour ce travail car
il s’agit d’un excellent cas test pour concevoir et appliquer des stratégies énergétiques adaptées pays en voie
de développement. D’une part, le climat à Cuba est particulièrement propice à l’intégration des sources
d’énergie renouvelables (par exemple, l’énergie solaire et la biomasse). D’autre part, l’embargo imposé par
les États-Unis en 1960 a commencé à produire des eﬀets dramatiques sur l’approvisionnement énergétique de
l’île lorsque l’aide de la Russie s’est arrêtée en 1990. C’est désormais un enjeux politique pour les autorités
cubaines d’améliorer leur indépendance énergétique.
La première partie de ce travail porte sur l’étude de la qualité de l’air. Une campagne de mesure de
la pollution atmosphérique a été menée à La Havane. Une méthodologie préexistante a été améliorée pour
estimer le facteur d’émission des véhicules cubains en utilisant le minimum de moyens possibles. L’analyse
statistique des résultats de la campagne de mesures a mis en évidence que le traﬁc était responsable d’environ
50% de la concentration de particules dans l’une des rues principales de La Havane et a identiﬁé les véhicules
d’avant 1980 comme les technologies les plus polluantes. Un inventaire des émissions a été calculé pour la
ville de La Havane. Cet inventaire a été utilisé comme une donnée d’entrée du modèle de qualité de l’air
CHIMERE aﬁn de simuler l’évolution de la pollution atmosphérique au cours de l’année 2015. Une série
de scénarios de réduction des émissions ont été calculés pour établir des relations Source-Récepteur (SRR).
Ces SRR sont capables de prédire très rapidement (quelques minutes pour les SRR au lieu de quelques jours
pour le modèle CHIMERE) l’impact de n’importe quelle stratégie de réduction sur la qualité de l’air.
La dernière partie de ce travail est consacrée à la conception et à la comparaison de diﬀérents scénarios
énergétiques pour Cuba. Les ﬂux d’énergie entre la demande en énergie et les ressources énergétiques
disponibles ont été calculés pour l’année 2015. La demande en énergie a été estimée pour l’année 2030
et diﬀérents scénarios basés sur diﬀérentes mix de ressources énergétiques ont été conçus. Un premier
scénario correspond à la stratégie du ministère cubain de l’énergie. Trois scénarios mettent en œuvre des
ressources solaires et éoliennes pour fournir un pourcentage croissant de la demande en énergie électrique.
Ces scénarios ont été comparés selon trois critères qui semblaient les plus pertinents pour Cuba compte
tenu de sa situation géopolitique et économique: la sécurité énergétique (degré de dépendance vis-à-vis
des importations énergétiques), la durabilité des ressources énergétiques et l’exposition des populations aux
polluants nocifs. Les diﬀérents scénarios ont montré que lorsque l’énergie éolienne et l’énergie solaire fourni
20% de la demande en électricité, les besoins en combustibles fossiles (que ce soit domestiques ou importés)
sont considérablement réduits et cela, sans avoir recours au stockage de l’énergie. Au-delà d’une pénétration
d’environ 20% à 25% de l’énergie éolienne et solaire, le stockage de l’énergie devient nécessaire. Mais
lorsque cette pénétration atteint 50%, Cuba devient totalement indépendante des importations d’énergie.
Le scénario où le solaire et le vent fournissent 100% de la demande électrique est celui qui maximise de
durabilité des ressources et améliore le plus la qualité de l’air.
Mots-clés: mesures de la pollution atmosphérique, inventaire des émissions, facteur d’émission réel,
gestion de la qualité de l’air, relation source-récepteur, gestion de l’énergie, planiﬁcation énergétique, Cuba.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
The world energy consumption has been increasing since the beginning of the 20th century. The major
part of this consumption is based on fossil fuels (EIA, 2016); coal, oil and natural gas have ignited homes
and machinery for centuries, driving civilization forward. However, as human development augmented, the
unsustainability of such energy became apparent. The combustion of fossil fuels releases diﬀerent greenhouse
gases into the atmosphere (Prather et al. 1994; WER 2016), such as carbon dioxide (CO2), as well as
harmful pollutants (WHO Regional Oﬃce for Europe 2016), like particulate matters (PM), and nitrogen
oxides (NOx). Greenhouse gases are responsible for climate change while harmful pollutants cause air
quality degradation. Moreover, fossil fuel resources deteriorate; their depletion will happen sooner or later
(Höök et al. 2013). The global supplies deterioration, as well as the growing impact on the environment will
inﬂuence more and more our future economic activities (Yeager et al. 2012). Energy transition is inevitable
and is indeed one of the most crucial challenges for our modern societies.
Current solutions are mainly based on the implementation of new technologies able to reduce fossil fuel
consumption (increasing energy eﬃciency and/or using renewable energy re-sources) and its environmen-
tal impacts. Their diversiﬁcation creates many opportunities, but enlarged complexity leads to increased
challenges (WER 2016). Indeed, the implementation of new technologies aﬀects the lifestyle of the popu-
lation (Sutton 2013), and depends on the geographical, economic, social and cultural context of the region
involved. Consequently, a single and global solution is not an option. Air quality and energy policies as well
as choices regarding fuel mixes and renewable energy source targets can largely diﬀer between regions. Each
country must have the possibility to choose the most adapted strategies to its speciﬁcities while remaining
consistent with the global context.
The need to adapt decision to the local context is especially relevant when comparing developed and
developing countries (Vandaele et al. 2015). Eﬃcient air quality or energy strategies in developed countries
are often not adapted for developing countries (Vanderschuren et al. 2010); similarly studies performed for
developed countries to ﬁnd best sets of solutions cannot simply be extrapolated for developing countries.
Moreover, such studies are diﬃcult to perform in developing countries (Urban 2009), as they usually require
data and computer performances which are not available. Presently, developing countries have to take
decisions for supporting their future development (Girardin et al. 2010; Hanif 2017). However, without
adapted decision aid tools, capable of covering the range of interests of low-income economies, the planning
are likely to be (highly) misﬁt.
1.2 Focus of research and objective
In this regard, the main goal of the work presented here is to develop alternative methods for the
assessment of air quality and energy strategies in the framework of developing countries. A key aspect
is the simpliﬁcation of intrinsic methods so that it facilitates the assessment by, for example, reducing
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computational time, developing inexpensive methodologies to obtain data or simply providing analysis,
benchmarking or indicators to support the choices.
Broadly, the study of an energy system (see Fig.1.1) starts by identifying the resources available in the
region, with particular attention to ‘alternative’ resources whose potentials have not yet been fully valorised
(e.g. biomass, sunlight or wind), and the services which should be satisﬁed. Conversion technologies can
either use a resource to directly satisfy a service (e.g. the generation of electricity from biomass) or they
can produce an intermediate product that needs to be further converted through another technology to
satisfy a service (e.g. the production of a liquid fuel from biomass that can be converted into mobility
by means of a deﬁned type of vehicle). As technologies reliant on fossil fuels, greenhouse and harmful
pollutants are emitted. In this perspective, most of the researches focus on exploring trade-oﬀs between
energy eﬃciency and emissions (Moret et al., 2015) but are more limited regarding the consequences on
air pollution. Although actions to reduce fossil energy consumption may imply drops in emissions, the
concentration levels of particular pollutants can rise; this is due to the complex nature of physical-chemical
processes (Carnevale et al. 2014) leading to the formation of secondary pollutants (e.g. NOx and O3 which
are part of the same chemical reactive process). Thus, energy strategies resulting optimal from an energy
eﬃciency and economic point of view could be counter-productive to air quality.
Figure 1.1: Overview of energy system and air quality links
Along this work, a ﬁrst part of modelling support will be devoted to develop methods for the assessment
of emissions and air quality impacts in the framework of developing countries. A second part contributes
to a better understanding of the eﬀects that energy planning decisions (i.e. choices among technologies and
primary resources) have on the country development –energy security and sustainability. It provides general
design features to progressively mutate a country energy mix into a more independent system.
The developed methods are implemented in Cuba. Cuba is an excellent test case to develop and apply
such methods. On the one hand, the climate of the country presents good opportunities for renewable
energy sources integration (e.g. solar and biomass) (Alonso et al. 2010; IAEA 2008; Panﬁl et al. 2017).
On the other hand, the embargo imposed by the United States in 1960 has had dramatic consequences
on the energy supply of the island since the help of Russia stopped in 1990 (Käkönen et al. 2014). It is
now a political issue for the Cuban authorities to improve their energy independency. The government is
therefore urged to take decisions to adapt the energy supply system. Unfortunately, past experience has
shown that governmental decisions generally lack long term vision (cf. Suarez et al. 2012) and often consist
in choosing technologies that require minimal investment costs, while neglecting use costs and indirect costs
related to environmental impacts. Therefore, the development of innovative methods joined with the use of
adapted modelling support in order to design air quality and energy strategies has a particular importance
for the country. Existing studies (Belt 2010; Eras et al. 2017), even energy policies (see in Davis et al. 2017;
Käkönen et al. 2014 Cuban Energy Revolution), have been focussing on residential, power and industrial
sectors, so that preliminary information can be compiled from them. However, the share of transportation
technologies and services, their level of emissions, pollution contributions and inﬂuences in the complete
system is currently much less addressed. For this reason, this work also stresses on the transportation sector
-data gathering, methods and analysis.
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For each chapter, updated scientiﬁc approaches are selected and assessed. Their usability in the context
of Cuba is examined, and methodologies adapted to the scarcity of data and computational resources are
designed and validated.
1.3 Outline
A brief overview of the individual chapters is given below, along with the research contributions in this
thesis.
Chapter 2 presents the results of an air pollution measurement campaign carried out in Havana, Cuba
for evidencing transport-generated pollution. Previous works on measuring pollution (Martínez Varona
et al. 2018; Molina Esquivel et al. 2011, 2017) have shown limitations, basically in sampling periods, to
represent conditions where pollutant concentrations ﬂuctuate, such as those generated by transport. We
measured traﬃc volumes, meteorological parameters and pollutant concentration levels (i.e. PM10, SO2
and NO2) over shorter-time periods (1h); and showed how vehicular traﬃc inﬂuences concentration levels
under speciﬁc meteorological conditions.
Chapter 3 deals with the task of determining vehicle emission factors, which is an important parameter
for the development of reliable transport emission inventories and for evaluating the impact of technological
changes in the sector. This estimation typically requires data from advanced (and expensive) monitoring
systems. In the absence, simpler (lower-cost) measuring systems, as presented in Chapter 2, were used
and a novel approach (Madrazo et al. 2018a fundamented in Belalcazar et al. 2009) designed to accurately
estimate vehicle emission factors. Additionally, we explore the potential of technological scenarios for the
abatement of air pollution in Havana.
Chapter 4 deals with the gaps between global and regional emission inventories (Madrazo et al. 2018b).
Facing the scarcity of national inventories, the global ones must be used for air quality simulations. The
implementation of benchmarking tools (Thunis et al. 2016a) and statistical analysis help the identiﬁcation
of diﬀerences between both inventories as well as the acquisition of insights in possible explanations. This
enables to make decisions regarding the usability/reliability of emission inventories, as well as to indicate
where eﬀorts should be concentrated for improving less accurate data.
Chapter 5 presents an example study which sets up a Source-Receptor relationship over Cuba. This
is a simpliﬁed approach (Clappier et al. 2015; Pisoni et al. 2017) which mimics the results of complex
deterministic chemical transport models (CTM). It can provide substantial help on designing strategies in
the context of developing countries since it is low-demanding in computational time. Its setting requires a
previous statistical analysis of CTM responses for gaining insights into the behaviour and key relationships
among pollutants, their emission precursors and the possible set of scenarios. Additionally, two diﬀerent
techniques are presented and implemented in order to improve the performance of the Cuban SRR.
Chapter 6 explores scenarios for the Cuban energy transition and proposes an outlook for policy
framework. An overview of the Cuba’s energy system and its short-term projection is presented. Thereafter,
the challenges involved are discussed, which basically arise from the current reliance on fossil fuels and
imports. General design features were identiﬁed to progressively mutate the Cuban energy mix into a more
independent system. A set of indicators regarding criteria as energy security, sustainability and air quality
are presented in order to facilitate the analysis of the mix.
Chapter 7 concludes this thesis discussing the prospects and remaining challenges on air quality and
energy decision problems in low-income countries and gives potential future directions for research in these
domains.
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Chapter 2
Evidence of traﬃc-generated air
pollution in Havana
In Havana, transport is blamed as a likely source of pollution issues. It is usually supported on ar-
guments referring to a vehicle ﬂeet mainly made of old cars (i.e. most models are 1950s U.S or 1980s
Russian) with poor technical conditions. Most of the existing studies are based on measurements from
passive samplers collected for 24 hours, which may not be representative of conditions where pollutant
concentrations (particles or gases) ﬂuctuate or are not homogeneous, such as transport-related pollution.
Our goal in this article is to explore the transport-generated pollution by seeing short-time correlations
between traﬃc ﬂows, pollutant concentrations and meteorological parameters. To do that, statistical re-
lationships among all variables were analysed. It reveals that PM10, NO2 and SO2 concentration lev-
els are inﬂuenced by vehicular traﬃc, mainly at low speed winds blowing perpendicular to the street
axis. Furthermore, southeast and northeast wind forces drag pollution from sources other than traf-
ﬁc. These conclusions depend on the speciﬁc meteorological conditions of the Cuban summer season
at the measurement area. A more complete analysis must be expected when more data are available.
Note: This chapter is the preprint version of an article accepted for publication in the journal Atmosphere. August 2018
(copyright owner as speciﬁed in the journal)
List of authors:
Jessie Madrazo, Alain Clappier, Osvaldo Cuesta, Luis Carlos Belalcazar, Yosvany Gonzalez, Javier Bolufé, Carlos Sosa, Ernesto
Carrillo, Ricardo Manso, Yaniel Canciano, François Golay
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2.1 Introduction
Nowadays most of the population is aﬀected by the proximity of urban areas. According to a United
Nations report (UN, 2014), 54% of the current world’s population live in cities and an increase to 66%
is expected by 2050. Unfortunately, the high concentration of human activities (i.e. heating, transport,
nutrition, hygiene, health and other needs) in urban areas involves emissions from the consumption of
fossil fuel energy sources, and therefore, large amounts of pollutants are released daily into the urban
atmosphere. The impacts of this phenomenon on human health are well known; air pollution triggers
stroke, cardiovascular and respiratory diseases, which are featured among the top 10 killers in the world
(WHO 2017).
Latin American cities also increase deterioration of air quality (Bell et al. 2011; Hanif 2017; Román-
collado et al. 2018). According to Gouveia et al. 2018, Mexico City, Santiago de Chile, Sao Paulo and
Rio de Janeiro host nearly 43 million people and have a large children population exposed to levels of air
pollution well above those recommended by the World Health Organization (WHO) guidelines. Statistical
evaluations showed signiﬁcant impacts of air pollution on respiratory mortality of children (Gouveia et al.
2018), and health risks markedly higher near sources of pollution. The pollution stemming from transport
has been signiﬁcant and growing (Faiz et al. 1995).
In Havana, epidemiologic studies pointed out associations of health hazards in proportion to ambient
PM2.5, PM10 , NO2 and SO2: Molina Esquivel et al. 1996 found out increased risk of lung cancer by
predominant residence (during 40 years) in SO2 and PM10 high polluted areas; Molina Esquivel et al.
2011 reported high PM10 concentration associated with morbidity and mortality rates; daily mean black
smoke concentration increments of 20μg/m3 and SO2 were associated with increments of 2.4% on children
acute respiratory infections on October 1996 - March 1998 (Romero Placeres et al. 2004); and correlations
between daily mean concentration measurements, meteorological parameters (i.e. temperature, wind speed
and direction) and respiratory morbidity indicators showed respiratory diseases highly inﬂuenced by PM10
values reaching WHO risk limits on October 1996 - September 1997 (Molina Esquivel et al. 2001a,c). Most
of these studies recurrently point PM out as the pollutant with major impact on Havana citizen health,
and blame the poor technical condition of vehicles for high levels of PM2.5 and PM10 pollution (Molina
Esquivel et al. 2015, 2017).
The blaming of transport as a likely source of Havana pollution issues is usually supported by arguments
referring to a vehicle ﬂeet mainly composed of old vehicles (most models are 1950s U.S or 1980s Russian)
with low fuel eﬃciency and high emission systems (cf. Ding et al. 2004; Martinez Varona et al. 2011; Molina
Esquivel et al. 2001b,c, 2011, 2017; Romero Placeres et al. 2004). Merely a few studies managed tools
reporting evidences (cf. Martínez Varona et al. 2018; Molina Esquivel et al. 2015). Their measurements have
been obtained from passive samplers collecting for 24 hours, then followed by laboratory chemical analysis:
For PM, it used low volume gravimetric analytical methods, while SO2 and NO2 gases used to be measured
by diﬀusive devices (spectrophotometric, absorption method) with a minimum sampling exposition of 24
hours. These setting techniques may not represent conditions where pollutant concentrations (particles or
gases) ﬂuctuate or are not homogeneous, such as transport-related pollution. Up to now, evidencing traﬃc-
related air pollution is challenging since passive monitoring can only detect the concentration of ambient
air pollution caused by various factors as a whole (Cuesta-Santos et al. 2012; Pan et al. 2016).
In this article, we explore the traﬃc-generated pollution in Havana by analysing shorter-time correlations
between traﬃc ﬂows, pollutant concentrations and meteorological parameters. We consider that it avoid the
diﬃculty of evidencing out the traﬃc-related air pollution from the ambient air pollution. A measurement
campaign was carried out in an important street of Havana where traﬃc volumes, some traﬃc-related
pollutants (i.e. PM10, SO2 and NO2) and meteorological parameters were rated with proper temporal
resolution. Then, statistical relationships among all variables were analysed, it aims to show how strong
pollutant measurements are inﬂuenced by traﬃc ﬂows during speciﬁc meteorological episodes.
2.2 Measurement campaign
The measurement campaign took place in Simon Bolivar Street (cf. Fig.2.1), close to the centre of
Havana over 10 days of summer 2015. Simon Bolivar is an urban corridor built before the beginning of
20th century in which important daily commuting movements take place. It is about 12 meters wide and
east-west direction. The surrounding buildings of about 15 meters of average height classify the street as
an urban canyon (ratio height/width = 1.25).
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Figure 2.1: Measurement site and location of the street Simon Bolivar in Havana city (Red point). Adapted
from Google earth map: (a) Street top view with the meteorological station – 1, the traﬃc video recording
- 2 and pollutant measurement devices - 3. (b) Street elevation view
Diurnal traﬃc ﬂow along the street was continuously recorded with a GoPro video camera placed on
the north side of the street, about 200 meters away from the nearest traﬃc light intersection at a proper
elevation to capture all traﬃc lanes (see Fig.2.1 for more details). Traﬃc volumes were manually counted
after-campaign from the video recordings and aggregated into clearly identiﬁable categories: i.e. motorcy-
cles, modern cars, median-age cars which are vehicles of Russian origin, old-age cars which are vehicles of
American origin, high-capacity buses, low-capacity buses and trucks.
PM10, NO2 and SO2 air pollution measurement devices were installed at 1.5 meters height. A Thermo-
Scientiﬁc ADR 1500 was used for PM; it incorporates light scattering photometry, optical sensing and
electronic processing techniques to measure precisely a selected size of suspended particles down to 1μg/m3.
We set it to provide real-time PM10 concentrations every minute from 7:00 to 19:00. The concentrations
of pollutant gases were captured from chemical adsorption (i.e. a chemical reaction between the given gas
and an adsorbing substance). CT-112 and CT-212 bearers (Volberg, 1982) of Tetrachloromercurate -TCM
and Potassium iodide -KI substances were used as sorbent tubes sampling for one-hour step at accurately
known ﬂow rates of 1.0 and 0,25 L/min. They were measured by visible spectrophotometric techniques at
540nm and 575nm wavelength respectively. The mass of gases in each tube were determined from calibration
curves, and then, concentration levels of SO2 and NO2 calculated by applying the correspondent conversion
factors, i.e. 2.830 for SO2 and 17.294 for NO2. For both pollutant gases, the limits of detection (LOD) and
quantitation (LOQ) were 0.1 and 500μg/m3 respectively. All pollutant measurements were stopped during
rainfall episodes discarding events of substantial pollutant concentration decline for washing out particles
and absorbing pollutants.
A meteorological station and radio wave transmission housing were placed on the roof of the nearest
building. This ediﬁce is the highest point ( 20 m high) within a 1km radius. The registered meteorological
parameters were temperature, solar radiation, atmospheric pressure, humidity, wind speed and direction.
All data were automatically stored in a computer at one-minute step resolution.
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2.3 Result and discussion
2.3.1 Traﬃc ﬂows
More than 15’000 vehicles were counted daily over the campaign period (see Fig.2.2). The ﬂeet mainly
comprises light-duty cars; i.e. modern age cars (27.6%); medium age cars (16.2%); old age cars (33.0%).
Merely 8.9% is made of motorcycles and 14.3% of heavy-duty vehicles including buses and trucks. This
composition is rather typical in Havana. In Fig. 2.2a, light duty categories, especially old vehicles, display
the highest ﬂow variability. In Fig. 2.2b, hourly ﬂuctuations of traﬃc ﬂow reﬂects wider but visibly
distinguishable peaks; during the morning, traﬃc increases until 11:00 and then, subtly decreases prior to
17:00 when a new peak appears.
2.3.2 Concentration levels
Hourly diurnal PM10, NO2 and SO2 measurements are shown in Fig.2.3. The PM10 plot was obtained
by averaging the one-minute step measurements over one-hour from all data gathered during the campaign.
PM10 diurnal concentrations ﬂuctuates close to the mean value ranging from 88 to 115μg/m3. NO2 and
SO2 ranged from 72-138μg/m3 and 14-40μg/m3 respectively. These values are higher than mean reported
on previous studies for PM10 (30-61μg/m3) and exceeded PM10 WHO-threshold (50 μg/m3), NO2 (8-
20μg/m3) and SO2 (1.5-24μg/m3) (Cruz Rodríguez et al. 2017; Martínez Varona et al. 2013; Molina Esquivel
et al. 2001c). These diﬀerences could be due to the measurement settings (e.g. sampling height and duration)
that diﬀered from the referenced studies. In Fig.2.3, the PM10 ﬂuctuations do not seem to follow completely
the increase of the middle-morning traﬃc (cf. Fig.2.2b) but after 11:00, a better correspondence with traﬃc
proﬁle is observed. NO2 exhibits highest values on morning hours, before 9:00 the pollutant proﬁle seems
to be inversely correlated with traﬃc ﬂows. However, after noontime, NO2 levels fall further and then rise
around 15:00 in a modest accordance with the traﬃc trends. For SO2, the almost constant temporal proﬁle
(with exception of some observations going beyond limits) suggests that contributions from stable sources
are more important than the vehicle ones. As things stand here, no inferences can be reached as to whether
SO2 variations are interrelated with local traﬃc ﬂows. Indeed, these pollution proﬁles are indicative; they
alone do not provide conclusive insights about the traﬃc-generated pollution behaviour.
2.3.3 Meteorological parameters
Meteorological data analysis focused on wind speed and direction as high-inﬂuencing parameters of
pollutant dispersion. Fig.2.4 shows wind roses drawing data at three-hour intervals (i.e. 7:00 -10:00; 10:00
– 13:00; 13:00 – 16:00 and 16:00 to 19:00). Two diﬀerent regimes can be observed. During the ﬁrst interval
winds come from the south-southeast at a relatively low speed while on the other periods, wind mainly comes
from north-northeast at highest speeds. These observations agree with the theory of “Sea-Land Breezes”
(Simpson et al. 1977). A delayed oﬀshore breeze can be observed on the ﬁrst wind rose: At previous night,
the land loses heat quickly after the sun sets down and the air above cools too. Water has much higher
thermal inertia (i.e. very little day/night temperature change) so the relatively warm air over the sea causes
low pressure. Over the land, high surface pressures will form because of the colder air. To compensate, the
wind blows from the higher pressure over the land to lower pressure over the sea causing a “land breeze”
(Ding et al. 2004). During the middle morning, wind starts the reverse phenomenon on so-called “sea
breeze“: The sun heats up both the sea surface and the land. However, water heats up much more slowly
than land and so the air above the land will be warmer compared to the air over the sea. This causes a
wind blowing from the sea inland.
It is believed that land-see breezes generate speciﬁc pollutant motion regimes inside the street canyon
and therefore, inﬂuence traﬃc contributions: According to Berkowicz 1998; Berkowicz et al. 1997 and
Kastner-Klein et al. 2003, wind ﬂows at street level and the pollutant recirculation features depend on roof
level wind ﬂows. The street level wind inside the recirculation zone forms an angle with the street axis,
which is equal to that of wind direction at roof level with respect to the street axis but with transverse
component mirror reﬂected. Outside the recirculation zone, the wind direction is the same as at roof level.
As well, the variability of wind directions across the measurement site may explain the existence of diﬀerent
air pollution behaviours.
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(a) box plots of vehicle categories
(b) hourly ﬂows
Figure 2.2: Traﬃc data
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Figure 2.3: Average diurnal variations of PM10, NO2 and SO2
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(a) 7h00-10h00 (b) 10h00-13h00
(c) 13h00-16h00 (d) 16h00-19h00
Figure 2.4: Wind roses: average diurnal variation of wind forces
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2.3.4 Statistical relationships between traﬃc ﬂows, pollutant concentration
and wind forces
As it was aforementioned, the wind ﬂow regimes are expected to inﬂuence pollutant concentration levels
since they change the features of pollutant motion and limit the scope of surrounding pollution sources. In
Fig.2.5, bivariate polar plots allow for gaining an idea of sources-generated pollution according to prevalent
wind ﬂow proﬁles -i.e. land (7:00-10:00) and sea (13:00-19:00) breezes. During the morning, PM10 tends
to be highest (140μg/m3) under low and perpendicular (with respect to the street axis) wind conditions,
pointing to ground level source contributions, such as traﬃc. NO2 does not vary with the variation of wind
speeds, suggesting also traﬃc contributions. However, it tends to increase (from 100 to 200μg/m3) as wind
direction changes from south to east, becoming more signiﬁcant the contributions from non-traﬃc sources
at high-speed wind. SO2 decreases (from 45 to 20μg/m3) as wind directions change from south to east and
remains almost constant under wind speed ﬂuctuations. It points out the inﬂuence of ground-level sources
for wind blowing in perpendicular to the street axis. During the afternoon, pollutants variations were less
pronounced compared to the morning. PM10 subtly increases (from 80 to 100μg/m3) as wind direction goes
from southeast to northeast. SO2 tends to peak under high wind speed conditions at northeast; pointing
to the existence of important sources other than traﬃc. NO2 is less inﬂuenced by wind conditions.
To stand out better the strength of traﬃc contributions, statically signiﬁcant correlations among pol-
lutants and ﬂows of speciﬁc vehicle categories, including several alternative aggregation schemes, were set.
Best results were found by grouping vehicles of similar emission proﬁles (i.e. buses and trucks were aggre-
gated on “heavy category”, medium and old age light-duty vehicles were aggregated on “MedOld category”,
motorcycles and modern light-duty vehicles remain alone categories), see table 2.1. During the morning
rises in PM10 are coupled with rises in traﬃc indicating that PM10 concentration levels were likely induced
by vehicle emissions. Moderate are the correlation among SO2 and vehicle emissions, they are mostly in-
ﬂuenced by heavy vehicles. During the afternoon, all pollutants correlate acceptably. PM10 and NO2 are
highly inﬂuenced by heavy vehicles, while SO2 is coupled with changes of old-medium age vehicles. The
statistically signiﬁcant relationships for variables in table 2.1 indicate that the three pollutants do account
for traﬃc contributions which accentuate under speciﬁc meteorological conditions.
Table 2.1: Signiﬁcant correlations (i.e. p-value < 0.05) among pollutants and vehicular ﬂow: A signiﬁcance
level of 0.05 indicates that the risk of concluding that a correlation exists -i.e. changes in vehicle categories
are related to changes in pollutant concentration levels- is 5% levels.
Vehicle Morning Afternoon
categories 7h00-10h00 13h00-19h00
PM10 NO2 SO2 PM10 NO2 SO2
Motorcycles 0.68 - - 0.42 0.49 0.36
p-value 7e-04 - - 6e-03 1e-02 2e-02
Modern-Veh 0.74 - 0.45 0.41 0.47 0.39
p-value 3e-05 - 4e-02 8e-03 2e-02 1e-02
MedOld-Veh 0.78 - - - - 0.54
p-value 1e-04 - - - - 4e-02
Heavy 0.63 - 0.53 0.65 0.63 -
p-value 2e-03 - 1e-02 9e-04 7e-04 -
Total-Veh 0.83 - - 0.50 0.53 0.39
p-value 7e-06 - - 1e-02 3e-02 1e-02
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(a) PPM 7h00-10h00 (b) PPM 13h00-19h00
(c) NO2 7h00-10h00 (d) NO2 13h00-19h00
(e) SO2 7h00-10h00 (f) SO2 13h00-19h00
Figure 2.5: Bivariate polar plots
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2.4 Conclusions
Aiming at evidencing traﬃc-generated air pollution in Havana, statistical tools were applied on a set of
pollutant, traﬃc and meteorological measurements (one-hour samples). The statistic signiﬁcant relation-
ships for hourly traﬃc and pollutant measurements indicate that PM10, NO2 and SO2 pollution account
for traﬃc contributions. The morning PM10 pollution is mostly inﬂuenced by traﬃc. PM10, NO2 and
SO2 traﬃc-generated pollution increase at low wind speeds blowing perpendicular to the street axis. In
addition to traﬃc, the emissions from other sources seem to be dragged by winds from southeast (morning)
and northeast (afternoon) inducing variations, mainly in NO2 and SO2 pollution levels. These conclusions
dependent on the speciﬁc wind conditions of the Cuban summer season at the measurement area. A more
complete analysis is be expected when more data are available for other seasons.
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Chapter 3
Low-cost methodology to estimate
vehicle emission factors
Road traﬃc emission factors (EFs) are important parameters in managing air quality. Estimation typ-
ically requires data from advanced (and expensive) monitoring systems which remain unavailable in some
regions (e.g. in developing countries). In this context, the use of simpler (lower-cost) systems may be
more appropriate, but it is essential to guarantee the robustness of EF estimations. This article describes a
methodology designed to estimate vehicle EFs from street canyon measurements of traﬃc ﬂuxes, wind speed
and direction, and pollutant concentration levels by using low-cost devices, all samples at a one-minute in-
terval. We use diﬀerent moving window ﬁlters (time periods) to average the raw measurements. Applying
standard multiple linear regressions (MRL) and principal component regressions (PCR), we show that there
is an optimal smoothing level that best relates traﬃc episodes and pollutant concentration measurements.
An application for PM10’s EFs on four vehicle categories of Havana’s ﬂeet shows a preference for PCR
over MLR techniques since it reduced the collinearity eﬀects that appear when traﬃc ﬂuxes are naturally
correlated between vehicle categories. The best regression ﬁts (R>0.5 and standard deviation of estimates
< 15%) were obtained by averaging data between 40’ and 60’; within the boundaries of 95% conﬁdence
interval motorcycles have an EF = 111.1± 2.7 mg km-1 veh-1; modern, light vehicles have an EF = 90.6±
11.2 mg km-1 veh-1; old, light vehicles have an EF = 125.4± 18.5 mg km-1 veh-1 and heavy vehicles have
an EF = 415.1± 31.2 mg km-1 veh-1. We showed that upgrading old light vehicles (i.e. reducing their
emission level at least 30%) is a promising scenario for reducing PM10 air pollution in Havana by between
10% and 17%.
Note: This chapter is the accepted manuscript (preprint) version of an article published in the journal Atmospheric
Pollution Research on March 2018.
Scientiﬁc paper: Madrazo, J., Clappier, A., 2018. Low-cost methodology to estimate vehicle emission factors. Atmos.
Pollut. Res. 9, 322–332.
Please see the ﬁnal published version: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.apr.2017.10.006. Cited as Madrazo & Clappier 2018
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3.1 Introduction
Vehicle traﬃc is an important contributor to air pollution in many urban areas (Huang et al. 2016;
Wang et al. 2017). Sound policy decisions on the control and management of traﬃc-related pollution
depend on a reliable emission inventory and the emission characteristics of the vehicle ﬂeet (Smit et al.
2017). Among others, one important parameter to be evaluated is the emission factor (EF) (Zarate et al.
2007); it characterizes the amount of pollutant emitted per mass of fuel consumed (fuel-based), per distance
driven (task-based) or per energy used (task-based) (Brimblecombe et al. 2015). The EF can diﬀer from one
country to another depending on vehicle maintenance, driving patterns and fuel brands. More speciﬁcally,
in developing countries, traﬃc ﬂow is heterogeneous in nature (Jaikumar et al. 2017), and in most cases,
exhaust emission standards fail to represent the real-world emissions from vehicles in these regions.
Diﬀerent methods have been developed to estimate vehicle EFs. They typically require data from
advanced monitoring systems (cf. Amato et al. 2016; Borrego et al. 2016; Ferm et al. 2015; Keuken et al.
2016; Pang et al. 2014); chassis dynamometer tests (Jung et al. 2017; Li et al. 2013; Nakashima et al. 2017;
Pang et al. 2014) and on-road methods (Ait-Helal et al. 2015; Kam et al. 2012) are useful for providing
accurate information about individual vehicle contributions. Both are often costly and time-consuming, and
the number of testable vehicles (i.e., sample size) is limited. Approaches using measurements from road
tunnels (Brimblecombe et al. 2015; Riccio et al. 2016; Zhang et al. 2015) and street canyons (Belalcazar
et al. 2010; Klose et al. 2009; Vardoulakis et al. 2003) consider the contribution of the ﬂeet in “real-world”
driving conditions. Their basic principles are based on a statistical analysis of traﬃc and concentration
episodes under speciﬁc pollutant dispersion rates.
In road tunnel studies, airﬂow conditions are well deﬁned (i.e., by active mechanical ventilation systems
or piston eﬀects). Instead, problems might arise from the long pollutant residence time since receptor
devices capture both the concentrations generated by passing vehicles and those retained, which could
result in an overestimation of emission rates (Gertler et al. 1991). Additionally, if the instruments become
saturated, they may not eﬀectively capture the concentration peaks, and consequently, the EF results are
underestimated (Brimblecombe et al. 2015). In street canyon studies, even if natural ventilation is reduced
by the presence of buildings, the rate at which the street exchanges air with the atmosphere is greater,
and the pollutant residence time is shorter compared to road tunnel studies, especially for the larger-sized
particles that are greatly aﬀected by gravity. In addition, wind ﬂows are primarily controlled by micro-
meteorological eﬀects of urban geometry and dispersion phenomena, such as the mechanical turbulence
induced by moving vehicles, and the atmospheric stability conditions are widely studied (e.g., Berkowicz et
al. 1997; Huang et al. 2016; Kakosimos et al. 2010; Kastner-Klein et al. 2003; Ketzel et al. 2000; Moradpour
et al. 2017; Sokhi et al. 2008).
In this work, we use basic assumptions previously documented in other street canyon studies to estimate
EFs. Testing diﬀerent moving window ﬁlters (time periods) to average the raw measurements, we show the
optimal smoothing levels that best relate traﬃc episodes and pollutant concentration measurements. To do
that, we collected traﬃc counts and average concentration measurements by one-minute time steps. The
pollutant dispersion is also quantiﬁed at one-minute steps by modelling the changes (low-cost estimation)
on meteorological and traﬃc constraints.
In section 3.2, we start with a brief description of the measurement campaign: data collection and
processing. In section 3.3, we explain the methodology, detailing the most important assumptions for
estimating EFs. The results of a case study are presented in section 3.4 (EFs of particulate matter -PM10-
for Havana’s vehicle ﬂeet); then, we assess the performances of the methodology used for diﬀerent averaging
times. Finally, in section 3.5, we discuss the eﬀect of changing PM10 EF values under several abatement
scenarios.
3.2 Sampling location and data
For this study, we examine data obtained over a 10-days measurement campaign in Havana in sum-
mer 2015. Data collection occurred in an urban canyon (see Fig.3.1 Simon Bolivar Street with west-east
direction). Data include traﬃc volume, wind speed and direction, and PM10 concentration levels.
Traﬃc was recorded on videotapes and then manually counted at a temporal resolution of 1’. The
ﬂeet of vehicles was classiﬁed into four clearly identiﬁable categories, i.e., motorcycles; modern light-duty
cars (post-1980s); old light-duty cars (pre-1980s and of Russian or American origin); and heavy vehicles,
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Figure 3.1: Data collection site (Simon Bolivar Street). 1: Thermo-Scientiﬁc ADR 1500 proﬁler and traﬃc
video recording. 2: AIRDAM anemometer. Adapted from Google Earth.
including buses and trucks. No visual diﬀerentiation could be made in terms of technology or fuel system
injection since many cars have been modernized with new parts (e.g., engines and disk brakes).
Wind speed and direction data were automatically registered from an IRDAM – WST7000C anemometer
placed on the roof of the highest building (at a height of 13.6 m) within a 1-km radius; any other accurate
meteorological station could be used. PM10 concentrations were recorded using a Thermo-Scientiﬁc ADR
1500 proﬁler (a device based on a highly sensitive light-scattering photometer technique) installed at a
height of 1.5 metres on the southern side of the street canyon.
3.3 Methods
3.3.1 Basic assumptions
Due to the short distances between sources and receptors inside street canyons, only very fast chemical
reactions signiﬁcantly inﬂuence the measured concentrations (Berkowicz et al. 1997). This enables us to
ignore the chemical transformations of slowly reacting gases. Therefore, a linear relationship between
released emissions and measured concentrations is valid (Palmgren et al. 1999), leading to the following
equation:
Ct = DtEt + C0t (3.1)
where Ct(g m-3) and Et(g m-1 s-1) are the concentration and the traﬃc-related emissions at a time
“t”, respectively. The linearity between Ct and Et is deﬁned by two parameters: C0t(g m-3), which
corresponds to the concentration level at the receptor location when emissions are from sources other
than street traﬃc, and Dt (s m-2), which is a dilution factor that quantiﬁes the dispersion resulting from
turbulence induced either by atmosphere ﬂows or vehicle movements. The traﬃc-related emission is a
summation of all contributions of individual vehicle activities. Considering vehicles in a speciﬁc category
“i” (e.g., light vehicles, motorcycles, heavy vehicles), traﬃc-related emission results in the following:
Et =
∑
i
Ei
t =
∑
i
Ni
tei (3.2)
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Where Eit are the emissions released by all the vehicles of category “i” at time “t”; Nit is the ﬂux of
vehicles belonging to category “i” in (veh-km h-1); and ei is the emission factor of the vehicles of category
“i” (in g km-1 veh-1), which quantiﬁes the amount of pollutant released by one vehicle travelling for 1-km.
Combining equations 3.1 and 3.2, we obtain the following:
Ct =
∑
i
DtNi
tei + C0t (3.3)
Assuming that ei is constant with the vehicle category, C0t and DtNit data are expected to be multi-
linearly related at each time “t”. Note that Nit and Ct are measured data (i.e., vehicles ﬂuxes and concen-
trations), while Dt depends on elements that induce turbulence in the street canyon, such as meteorology
or vehicle movements, and these elements can be measured (see Sec.3.3.2). Only ei and C0t remain as
unknown values.
3.3.2 Dilution factor
Previous studies have used predictions in wind tunnel simulations (Bruce et al. 2005; Huang et al. 2016)
or have relied on gaseous tracers (Belalcazar et al. 2009; Zhang et al. 2015) as a measure of pollutant dilution.
Our approach calculates exhaust emission dilution rates through modelling. Indeed, a plethora of dispersion
models specially developed for, or simply used in, street canyon applications are available. There are no
clear-cut distinctions between diﬀerent categories, and models might be classiﬁed into groups according
to their physical or mathematical principles (e.g., reduced-scale, box, Gaussian, CFD) and their level of
complexity (e.g., screening, semi-empirical, numerical) (Vardoulakis et al. 2003). Accurate predictions are,
in most cases, a function of meteorology, street geometry, receptor location and traﬃc volume.
In this work, we used the semi-empirical Operational Street Pollution Model—OSPM (Berkowicz et al.
1997). The model choice was selected based on several aspects: it is robust and fast, contains all the essential
parameters and dependencies observed in ﬁeld data, and has been extensively validated for various street
canyon types (Kakosimos et al. 2010). In addition, it has been previously used for similar purposes (e.g.,
Ketzel et al. 2003; Klose et al. 2009). Concentrations of exhaust gases are calculated using a combination of
a plume model for the direct impact of vehicle-emitted pollutants and a box model that enables computation
of the additional impacts due to pollutants recirculated within the street by the vortex ﬂow (i.e. traﬃc-
induced turbulence). For more details on the physical principles behind the modelling concept, the reader
is referred to the original papers, e.g., Berkowicz 2000; Berkowicz et al. 1997; Kakosimos et al. 2010.
According to Klose et al. 2009, pollutant dilution can be eﬀectively simulated as a function of the
turbulence induced by large-scale wind and vehicle motion. Parameters, such as ﬂeet composition, street
geometry, temperature and roof-level wind speed and direction, need to be deﬁned implicitly for computing
traﬃc-related emissions and concentrations. We performed simulations that use the experimental street
canyon geometry and the in situ receptor location. Data provided by traﬃc counting (i.e., the composition
and ﬂux of vehicles) and by roof-level wind measurements were summarized, and their ranges were split
into intervals (see table 3.1). Then, for every possible combination of the predeﬁned step-values (i.e. for
the percent of light-duty vehicles, wind speed and direction), the slope of the linear regression plot of
emissions vs. concentrations (i.e. resulting from the varying total number of vehicles) were presented as the
corresponding dilution factor (rf. eq.3.1).
Note that ﬂeet composition settings diﬀerentiate only light- and heavy-duty categories; an increase in
the percent of light-duty vehicles "α" (i.e. sum of motorcycles, modern and old cars) forces the fraction of
heavy-duty vehicles to decrease proportionally. A three-dimensional array of wind speed , wind direction
and proportion of light-duty vehicles is provided, and then we estimate dilution factors as a dependency of
these parameters:
D = f(α,wd,ws) (3.4)
Hence, a dilution factor could be easily interpolated if turbulence is induced by parameters within the
ranges shown in table 3.1 .
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Table 3.1: Parameter settings used in dispersion model (OSPM)
Parameters Range Interv.Step
Vehicle ﬂux total number of vehicles 0-2000 veh h1 200 veh h1
% light-duty vehicles (α) 0-100% 10%
Wind ﬂows wind speed (ws) 0-6.3 m s1 0.8 m s1
wind direction (wd) 0◦-359◦ 15◦
3.3.3 Time averaging
The literature suggests a wide spectrum of averaging times, e.g., 5, 15, 30 or 60 minutes (Belalcazar et al.
2009; Klose et al. 2009; Rey deCastro et al. 2008; Shunxi et al. 2009), to assess the relationship between the
raw data of pollutant emissions and concentrations. Most time frames reﬂect the temporal resolution of the
data, but in reality, phenomena of chemical and mainly physical origins within the canyon could inﬂuence
them. In this study, we utilized data sampled at one-minute intervals. Based on eq. 3.3, we aim to identify
an averaging time that best relates “Ct” and “DtNit” data to maximize the robustness of the emission
factor “ei” estimations. Over a given time frame, emissions and concentrations are averaged as follows:
< Ct >= 1
nt
ni∑
t=1
Ct (3.5)
< Et >=
∑
i
{ 1
nt
nt∑
t=1
(DtNit)ei} =
∑
i
< DtNi
t > ei (3.6)
where nt is the number of one-minute steps involved in computing the average.
Combining eq. 3.5 and 3.6, we generalize the multilinear relationship between emissions and concentra-
tions (rf. eq.3.3):
< Ct >=
∑
i
< DtNi
t > ei + C0 (3.7)
Then, ei can be approximated using the coeﬃcients of the multiple linear regression (MLR) between
< Ct > and < DtNit > data.
C0 is interpreted as the intercept of the linear ﬁt, so it is expected to be constant over the averaging
time. Considering that it is a statistical value that characterizes the concentration measured at the receptor
location when there is no street traﬃc, i.e., a background on the bottom, it likely varies with the tempo-
ral variation of external contributions. Nevertheless, their temporal variability is expected -and therefore
assumed- not to be statistically signiﬁcant in comparison with the contributions of vehicles on the street.
3.4 Results and discussion
The methodology described in the previous section was implemented to estimate PM10 EFs of the vehicle
ﬂeet in Havana. Diﬀerent averaging times, “nt”, ranging from 5’ to 90’, were tested.
The quality of the regression ﬁt is assessed by two criteria: (i) the global correlation coeﬃcient, “R”,
which is a measure of how well the EFs can be predicted using the MLR model from eq.3.7. The closer
this value is to 1, the better the multilinear ﬁt is. (ii) The standard deviation, “σ”, of each estimate, which
measures how precisely the model estimates the unknown coeﬃcient value. The smaller these values, the
more precise the regression estimates (ei-coeﬃcients and -C0intercept).
3.4.1 Multiple linear regression
Fig.3.2a shows the correlation coeﬃcient “R” at diﬀerent averaging times, which range from 5’ to 90’. In
Fig 3.2b-f, the black points denote the coeﬃcients (ei as PM10 EFs in mg m-1 veh-1 by vehicle category)
and the intercept ( C0 as PM10 in mg m-3) from the MLR model. The red and green lines follow the
standard deviations “σ” of these estimates.
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Figure 3.2: Results of the multiple regression for diﬀerent averaging times. (a) Correlation coeﬃcient. (b-e)
EF refers the coeﬃcients of the regression or PM10 emission factors, and ±σ is the standard deviation of
the coeﬃcients. (f) The intercept and ±σ is the standard deviation of the intercept. (g) Signiﬁcance levels
of the regression coeﬃcients.
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The correlation coeﬃcients were statistically signiﬁcant for all averaging times (p-values < 6e-06). The
best linear ﬁts, i.e., the highest “R” values, were reached at approximately 60’. Overall, the MLR eﬀectively
estimates EFs for modern and old light-duty categories with greater precision, i.e., smaller “σ” values, than
that for motorcycles and heavy vehicles. However, EFs are estimated with similar precision (“σ”) by vehicle
category, regardless of the averaging time length. To date, we are not able to indicate the speciﬁc averaging
time that provides the best ﬁt. An overview of the extent of variability for all estimates over the tested
averaging times can be seen in table 3.2 : the ﬁrst row shows the average of the estimates. The standard
deviation with respect to this mean (second row) concerns the variability regarding diﬀerent averaging time
lengths. The average of the standard deviations of the estimates (third row) refers to how spread out the
set of estimates is across all averaging times. In summation, the square root of the sum of squared standard
deviations "δ" (i.e., both the standard deviation of the estimates with respect to the mean and the average of
the standard deviations of the estimates) describe how much the estimations vary. The variability caused by
changes in averaging times is very high, even greater than the average of the individual standard deviations.
Consequently, the total standard deviation (fourth row) associated with each EF is greater than the average
EF itself.
Table 3.2: Summary of multiple linear regressions – MLR; results (in mg km-1 veh-1) for averaging times
5’-90’. Avg. EF: an average of coeﬃcients for an emission factors; Std. Dev of the Avg. EF: the standard
deviation of coeﬃcients with respect to the mean; Avg. of the EFs Std. Dev: the average of the standard
deviations of the coeﬃcients. Total Std. Dev: summation of the square root of the sum of squared standard
deviations; Std. Dev of the Avg. EF and Avg. of the EF’s Std. Dev.
MLR (5’-90’)
Motorcycle Modern-light veh Old-light veh Heavy veh Backg.conc.
Avg. EF 231.2 85.6 103.5 282.5 51.4
Std. Dev of the Avg. EF 272.4 190.5 107.6 350.3 50.6
Avg. of the EF’s Std. Dev 64.3 25.6 14.3 43.7 1.7
Total Std. Dev (δ) 279.9 192.2 108.5 353.0 50.6
Obviously, not all averaging times oﬀer proper ﬁts, and therefore, it is wrong to consider the entire set.
Indeed, we realized that for averaging times <40’ and >60’, the t-value magnitudes of some coeﬃcients are
too small (<t.90 1.28 in Fig.3.2g) to declare them statistically signiﬁcant. In between 40’ and 60’ (see table
3.3), we found a combination of good ﬁts with estimates less impacted by the averaging time period used;
the average standard deviation of the estimates (second row) in this time window decreases. Yet, it is lower
than the average of the individual standard deviations (third row) for most of the vehicle categories (i.e.,
“modern light”, “old light”, and “heavy”).
Table 3.3: Summary of the multiple linear regression–MLR; results (in mg km-1 veh-1) for averaging times
40’-60’. Avg. EF: an average of the coeﬃcients for an emission factor; Std. Dev of the Avg. EF: the
standard deviation of the coeﬃcients with respect to the mean; Avg. of the EF’s Std. Dev: the average
of the standard deviations of the coeﬃcients; Total Std. Dev: summation of the square root of the sum of
squared standard deviations; Std. Dev of the Avg. EF and Avg. of the EF’s Std. Dev.
MLR (40’-60’)
Motorcycle Modern-light veh Old-light veh Heavy veh Backg.conc.
Avg. EF 236.0 65.8 115.6 393.7 45.3
Std. Dev of the Avg. EF 100.6 21.4 8.6 8.6 2.2
Avg. of the EF’s Std. Dev 69.1 26.6 15.0 44.0 1.6
Total Std. Dev (δ) 122.0 34.1 17.3 44.8 2.7
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The high extent of variability in the motorcycle estimations is probably due to collinearity eﬀects which
arise when predictor variables are naturally correlated with each other -this refers to the presence of linear
relationships between the vehicles ﬂuxes of diﬀerent categories. Indeed, this occurrence aﬀords high global
correlation coeﬃcient “R” misrepresenting the MLR model predictions.
The correlations between predictor variables helps on diagnosing the existence of collinearity (Chen-
namaneni et al. 2016). As example, table 3.4 shows the correlation matrix of predictors (i.e., parameters
< DtNi
t > in eq.3.7) for an averaging time of 50’: Data for the “motorcycle”, “modern light” and “old light”
categories are highly positively correlated among themselves (Pearson correlation >0.8). This indicates that
as the ﬂuxes of vehicles belonging to one of these categories increase, the others also increase, the ﬂuxes of
“heavy” appear to be less related (it makes sense since this speciﬁc category mainly comprises buses that
dominate the city’s form of public transportation). Very similar correlation matrixes are found for other
averaging times in the range of 40’-60’.
Table 3.4: Correlations matrix of predictor variables for a time period of 50’.
Correlation matrix Motorcycle Modern-light veh Old-light veh Heavy veh
Motorcycle 1.00 0.85 0.86 0.58
Modern-Light veh 0.85 1.00 0.84 0.49
Old-Light veh 0.86 0.84 1.00 0.60
Heavy veh 0.58 0.49 0.60 1.00
3.4.2 Principal component regression
Principal component regression (PCR) succeeds in overcoming the collinearity problem that arises when
two or more predictor variables are correlated. Based on a principal component analysis (PCA), this
procedure converts the set of correlated predictors into a set of linearly uncorrelated variables called principal
components (the number of principal components is equal to the number of original predictors). By excluding
some of the low-variance principal components in the regression step, the PCR can aptly estimate the
regression coeﬃcients that characterize the original model.
When we retain the three principal components with the highest variances, i.e., suﬃcient to explain 90%
of the variance of the original predictor variables, all correlation coeﬃcients remain signiﬁcant (p-values
< 6e-06). Although Fig.3.3a shows that “R” is slightly lower based on the PCR than based on the MLR
(indicating lower quality in the ﬁts), there is an observed improvement in the estimates of motorcycle EFs
(black line in Fig.3.3b), which is almost unaﬀected by the averaging time lengths. The t-values of all
coeﬃcients remain statistically signiﬁcant between 40’-60’ with a 90% probability (see Fig.3.3g). In table
3.5, we summarize the new estimates and their extent of variability.
Table 3.5: Summary of the principal component regression (PCR) results (in mg km-1 veh-1) for averaging
times 40’-60’. Avg. EF: the average of the coeﬃcients for an emission factor; Std. Dev of the Avg. EF: the
standard deviation of the coeﬃcients with respect to the mean; Avg. of the EF’s Std. Dev: the average
of the standard deviations of the coeﬃcients; Total Std. Dev: summation of the square root of the sum of
squared standard deviations; Std. Dev of the Avg. EF and Avg. of the EF’s Std. Dev.
PCR (40’-60’)
Motorcycle Modern-light veh Old-light veh Heavy veh Backg.conc.
Avg. EF 111.1 90.6 125.4 415.1 44.3
Std. Dev of the Avg. EF 9.5 10.6 14.6 22.3 3.0
Avg. of the EF’s Std. Dev 6.2 25.5 42.8 71.5 1.1
Total Std. Dev (δ) 11.3 27.6 45.2 74.9 3.2
We use and recommend the PCR method since it represents a good compromise between ﬁtting quality
and estimate accuracy.
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Figure 3.3: Results of the principal component regression for diﬀerent averaging time periods. (a) Corre-
lation coeﬃcient. (b-e) EF is the PM10 emission factor, i.e., the coeﬃcients of the regression; ±σ is the
standard deviation of the coeﬃcients. (f) Background concentrations: the intercept ±σ is the standard
deviation of the intercept.
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3.4.3 Considering uncertainties in EF estimations
In table 3.5, the total standard deviation may be primarily due to three assumptions: (i) the EFs are
constant in each vehicle category; (ii) the background concentration at the receptor location is constant
over the averaging time; and (iii) the variability of the dilution factor depends exclusively on the variation
of the proportion of light-duty vehicles, wind speed and wind direction.
To capture the uncertainties inherent in such assumptions, we consider the average EFs and total stan-
dard deviations, “δ”, from the PCR for 40’-60’ using a normal distribution function. The function used
to describe the normal distribution is symmetric and valid for pre-deﬁned boundaries of contiguous values
(Alamilla-López 2015). We generate a sequence of values from (EF − 3δ) to (EF + 3δ) and calculate a
probability density function (PDF) for each vehicle category (see Fig.3.4), thereby producing justiﬁed esti-
mates of the uncertainties for EFs. Within the boundaries of the 95% conﬁdence interval of the PDF, the
EFs are probably within the range bounded by EF ±Z δ2√
n
where Z = 1.96 for α = 0.05 . Thus, motorcycles
have an EF = 111.1± 2.7 mg km-1 veh-1; modern, light vehicles have an EF = 90.6± 11.2 mg km-1 veh-1;
old, light vehicles have an EF = 125.4± 18.5 mg km-1 veh-1; and heavy vehicles have an EF = 415.1±
31.2 mg km-1 veh-1. The bounded values are given in absolute terms, and they characterize the range of
values within which the EFs of the diﬀerent categories are assumed to be in, based on the speciﬁed level of
conﬁdence. They illustrate the scatter in data due to the statistical assumptions made in the linear ﬁtting,
but they also consider that the EFs of vehicles in a single category could provide diﬀerent results due to
unavoidable variation in the amount of pollutants that vehicles are emitting. The bounded values account
for all contributing uncertainties, including those generated by the assumptions mentioned in the previous
paragraph, while the PDFs allow for inferring the probability of ﬁnding a vehicle that pollutes more or less
within a single category.
Figure 3.4: Probability density functions. The curves express the range of variation of PM10 EFs (mg km-1
veh-1) by vehicle category.
3.4.4 Comparisons with available studies
Regional diﬀerences are commonly expected in vehicle EFs for several reasons, including local applica-
tions of emission regulations, local driver behaviours or the quality of the fuel in use. From a literature
review conducted by Bond et al. 2004, the average emission rate for light-duty gasoline and diesel is 21.0 ±
14.0 mg km-1 veh-1 (for unit conversions, we assumed average fuel consumption of 0.2 litre km-1) in regions
where emission standards have been progressively tightened; pre-1985 cars had average emission rates of
approximately 33.6 mg km-1 veh-1. For other regions, an average of 70.0 ± 56.0 mg km-1 veh-1 was used,
which is still lower than the values obtained in our study. Yan et al. 2011 relied on measurements from
previous studies (Ntziachristos 2001; Ubanwa et al. 2003; Yanowitz et al. 2000) for vehicles built without
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standards; they applied values of 7 and 250 mg km-1 veh-1 for light-duty gasoline and diesel vehicles, re-
spectively. Such a large range encompasses our calculated EFs for light-duty vehicles (i.e., modern and old
categories). Ntziachristos et al. 2012 reported motorcycle PM10 EFs that comply with European emission
standards (i.e., Euro I, Euro II, etc.); the average result was 34 mg km-1 veh-1. For uncontrolled motorcycle
technologies, the value of 77 mg km-1 veh-1 was used. These emission rates are lower than the estimates in
the present study. From a review of in-use heavy-duty diesel EFs, made by Yanowitz et al. 2000, the average
from more than 250 diﬀerent vehicles reported in 20 worldwide studies was 845.0 ± 56.0 mg km-1 veh-1.
For 2008, the value reported by the U.S. EPA (2008) for in-use heavy-duty gasoline vehicles was 316.9 mg
km-1 veh-1. In Yan et al. 2011, the proposed average values for heavy-duty vehicles built with and without
standards were 280 and 700 mg km-1 veh-1, respectively. Considering that we included diesel and gasoline
heavy-duty vehicles in a single category, our estimation aligns with the reference literature.
The fraction of vehicles using the poorest technologies or having the worst maintenance are commonly
classiﬁed as high-polluting or “super-emitters” (Bond et al. 2004; McCormick et al. 2003; Subramanian et al.
2009; Yan et al. 2011) and contribute signiﬁcantly to total emissions (Hansen et al. 1990; Lawson 1993;
Zhang et al. 1995). The division between super-emitters and normal emitters aﬀects the assumed emission
factor for each technology category (Yan et al. 2014). For gasoline vehicles, Bond et al. 2004 reported a
super-emitter EF of approximately 280 mg km-1 veh-1; the average value reported by Durbin et al. 1999 and
Cadle et al. 1999 was approximately 250 mg km-1 veh-1. For diesel vehicles, in Bond et al. 2004, the average
of super-emitters was more than 2 g km-1 veh-1, which is in agreement with studies by McCormick et al.
2003 and Subramanian et al. 2009. The PDFs in Sec.3.4.3 allow us to identify high-polluting vehicles within
a single category. We computed the most likely EFs bred from a desired area under the PDFs. In table 3.6,
we distinguish three sub-categories by breaking each category into one-third increments (i.e., fractions of
33.3% of vehicles in each sub-category) of the PDF surfaces. According to this fragmentation, we estimate
that high-polluting motorcycles and modern-light vehicles have EF values of approximately 118.5 mg km-1
veh-1. For the old-light and heavy categories, the EF values are 170.5 and 491.0 mg km-1 veh-1.
Table 3.6: Estimated traﬃc emission factors (mg km-1 veh-1) for 33.3% vehicle fractions from the PDFs
Vehicle categories EFs
Motorcycle low-polluting 105.1
medium-polluting 111.8
high-polluting 118.5
Modern-light veh low-polluting 63.7
medium-polluting 91.3
high-polluting 118.9
Old-light veh low-polluting 78.4
medium-polluting 124.2
high-polluting 170.5
Heavy veh low-polluting 336.6
medium-polluting 413.8
high-polluting 491.0
3.5 EFs for air pollution policy purposes
In this section, we explore the potential of diﬀerent traﬃc-related scenarios for the abatement of PM10
air pollution. The scenarios highlight changes in emission factors, ei, and help assess the expected PM10
reductions that could be reached by upgrading, renewing or restricting the vehicle ﬂeet in Havana. First,
we deﬁne a reference situation that states the diurnal hourly PM10 concentration levels by considering the
following:
1. The background concentration at the receptor location obtained from PCR (Sec.3.4.2, table 3.5).
2. The emission factors, ei, classiﬁed into sub-categories; these are based on the PCR results in Sec.3.4.2
and the PDFs described in Sec.3.4.3, table 3.6.
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3. A constant vehicle ﬂux by category, < Nit >= Ni, which is equal to the average of the measurements
provided by traﬃc counting. The induced turbulence through four diurnal periods “P”. Dilution
factors < Dt >p are estimated considering minimal variation by period (period 1=7h00-9h00; period
2=9h00-12h00, period 3=12h00-13h00 & 16h00-19h00 period 4=13h00-16h00).
Referring to all these, eq.3.7 can be written as follows:
< Ct >
p =
∑
i
< Dt >
p
Niei + C0 (3.8)
It considers the contributions of all sources in the street (see table3.7). Traﬃc sources are responsible
for approximately 56% of PM10 air pollution. The largest contributors are old-light and heavy vehicles,
in that order. Other sources may include the Havana Reﬁnery and the Thermoelectric power plant, which
both have constant operating regime within a 5-km radius from the measurement site, as well as traﬃc in
surrounding streets.
Table 3.7: Estimated PM10 hourly diurnal concentration levels (ug m-3)
Vehicle categories Hourly diurnal concentration (ug m-3)
Motorcycles low-polluting 1.4
medium-polluting 1.5
high-polluting 1.7
Modern-Light veh low-polluting 2.2
medium-polluting 3.2
high-polluting 4.2
Old-Light veh low-polluting 5.6
medium-polluting 8.9
high-polluting 12.2
Heavy veh low-polluting 4.0
medium-polluting 5.0
high-polluting 5.9
Traﬃc 55.5(56%)
Background 44.3(44%)
Total 99.8
Thereafter, we forecast the eﬀects of progressive technological improvements (see Fig.3.5). Starting from
the largest contributor categories, the ﬁrst scenario imagines the upgrading of old-light vehicles by reducing
their EFs to 78.4 mg km-1 veh-1 (i.e., the EF of low-polluting, old-light vehicles). The second scenario
considers a total renewal of this category by reducing their EFs to 63.7 mg km-1 veh-1 (i.e., the EF of
low-polluting, modern-light vehicles). In the third scenario, we assume that all light vehicles belong to the
modern, low-polluting category. The last scenario adds the upgrading of heavy vehicles by setting the EFs
of medium and high polluting vehicles to 336.6 mg km-1 veh-1 (i.e., the EF of low-polluting, heavy vehicles).
Fig.3.5 shows the abatements on two percentages: one with respect to the traﬃc contributions on the street
(red arrows), and the other considers the background concentrations (black arrows). The upgrading of
vehicles in the old-light category (scenario 1) seems to be the most eﬀective scenario. Alone, this scenario
attains half of the PM10 abatement that could be achieved with all cumulative improvements (scenario 4).
If these improvements are implemented across Havana, the background concentrations in any given street
would decrease as a result of the reduction of external traﬃc sources. Then, the percent of reduction with
respect to traﬃc on each street (red arrows) could be greater than the values calculated. Hence, the values
indicate the minimum expected abatement for each scenario. Conversely, by adding all possible reductions
from sources other than traﬃc, the corresponding percentage with respect to the contributions on the street
(black arrows) indicates the maximum expected abatement for each scenario. These percentages give an
idea of the global scope expected (in percent) based on our diﬀerent technological scenarios.
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of PM10 concentration levels (μg m-3) from on-road vehicles under four scenarios.
Red and black arrows indicate the minimum and maximum percent of reduction expected on the street.
Table 3.8: Passenger transport capacity used for projections.
Vehicle categories Average passenger (η)
Motorcycles 2
Modern-light veh 4
Old-light veh 5
Buses 120
Trucks 1
Greater abatement could be obtained by adding traﬃc restrictions. This can be seen in Fig. 3.6, which
shows the eﬀects of replacing the light-duty traﬃc, motorcycles and trucks (in that order) with low-polluting
buses with 120-passenger capacities. This implies an increase in the number of buses for passengers to travel
on.
The black-dotted line represents the evolution of the baseline case. A maximum reduction of 35.5 μg m-3
(from 55.5 to 20.0 μg m-3) is expected by restricting the circulation of all light vehicles. Approximately 4
and 5 μg m-3 of PM10 would be reduced by restricting motorcycles and trucks, respectively. Such situations
easily decrease the street PM10 air pollution. For the blue and red dashed lines, we combine the same traﬃc
restrictions with some technological improvements; these consider that all light vehicles exclusively belong to
the modern- or old-light categories, respectively. Therefore, these lines (black-dotted, red and blue dashed)
could be useful for developing strategies to reduce pollutants. For example, when examining the reduction
to 40 μg m-3 from the “baseline case” (i.e., the start of the black-dotted line), the reduction can be attained
either by upgrading light vehicles to modern categories (passing to the blue-dashed line) or by restricting
their circulation (moving onto the black-dotted line) to 560 veh h-1, which would require approximately
80% of passengers to travel by bus.
The grey lines add the eﬀects of upgrading light vehicles to modern ones while decreasing the average
number of vehicle passengers. In terms of travel comfort, this is a likely future situation that can be
considered in Havana; it implies an overall increase in the use of modern vehicles for moving passengers.
For example, if the number of passengers is reduced to two and they travel in a modern-light vehicle (η=2),
an increase of 10 μg m-3 (from 55.5 to 65.4 μg m-3) would be expected compared to the “baseline case”.
Fig.3.6 also shows the minimum and maximum percentages (axes at right) of reduction that could be
expected in the entire city by implementing any of the strategies displayed in the graphs.
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Figure 3.6: Projection lines of PM10 concentration levels based on reductions from 55 to 10 (μg m-3),
as expected from decreasing the number of light-duty vehicles from 1000 to 0 along with an increase in
passengers that travel on buses from 65 to 100% and/or changing light-duty vehicle capacities. (See 3.8).
The percentages on the right (red and black) indicate the minimum and maximum reductions expected on
the street.
3.6 Conclusions
In this study, we established a methodology to estimate traﬃc emission factors from street canyon
measurements (low-cost devices) of traﬃc ﬂuxes, wind forces and concentration levels; all data were collected
in one-minute time steps. The methodology was based on the assumption that inside the street canyon and
over a given time period, the average traﬃc emissions are linearly related to the average concentrations of
slowly reactive pollutants. Thus, under well-deﬁned wind forces and traﬃc conditions, a dilution factor was
calculated, and multi-linear regression techniques were used for estimating an average emission factor for
each vehicle category. The implementation of principal component regressions is preferred over standard
multiple regression techniques since it reduces the collinearity eﬀects that appear when traﬃc ﬂuxes are
naturally correlated between vehicle categories. The application for PM10 EFs, four vehicle categories in
Havana showed the best regression ﬁts (R>0.5 and standard deviation of estimates <15%) when averaging
the data between 40’ and 60’. It was found that traﬃc sources are responsible for over 50% of PM10
air pollution on the street; among all vehicles, the largest contributors are old, light-duty vehicles. A
coarse forecasting indicated that upgrading this category (i.e., a decrease of EF to 78 mg km-1) would be an
eﬀective scenario for reducing PM10 air pollution in Havana by between 10 and 17%. The next steps include
improvements on dilution factor estimations by generalizing; for example, the eﬀects of street geometry and
receptor location. The method is expected to be extended and validated for other pollutants in order to
develop sound policies for the control and management of traﬃc-related pollution in the city of Havana.
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Chapter 4
Screening diﬀerences between a local
inventory and the Emissions
Database for Global Atmospheric
Research (EDGAR)
In the vast majority of Latin American and South American countries, global emission inventories (EIs)
are often used for modelling air quality. In particular the Emission Database for Global Atmospheric
Research EDGAR is widely deployed but several studies have pointed to some gaps in comparison with
national/regional inventories which incur errors in interpreting results. In Cuba, due to scarcity of a spa-
tially distributed national inventory, EDGAR has been used as entry data for air quality modelling without
verifying their reliability over the region. Our goal in this article is to compare and contrast EDGAR with a
local inventory and to evaluate similarities or discrepancies. We use advanced comparison techniques devel-
oped by the Forum for Air Quality Modelling in Europe –FAIRMODE. This approach diﬀers from others in
the detailed way in which it points out to the diﬀerences and gets insights in possible explanations. Overall,
EDGAR provided spatially smoother results and relatively lower values in hotspot areas. Diﬀerences in
terms of total activities were low for all analyzed sectors. However, EDGAR overestimates emission factors
(EFs) of stationary sources for CO by a factor of 3 and SO2 by a factor of 1.5 while underestimates those
of PPM10 by a factor of 25. Most of the road transport EFs are overestimated in EDGAR; PM10, CO and
NOx are 2 times higher, while CH4 and SO2 are 5 to 20 times higher. Large diﬀerences were found on the
spatial distribution of energy and industrial sources. EDGAR can be regionally accepted as a reference but
it is not recommended for air quality simulation over Cuba. A more complete reporting must be expected
when more oﬃcial national data are due. A review and evaluation of local emission inventories over Cuba
can be useful for identifying potential areas for future improvement.
Note: This chapter is the accepted manuscript (preprint) version of an article published in the journal Science of The
Total Environment on August 2018.
Scientiﬁc paper: Madrazo, J., Clappier, A., Carlos, L., Cuesta, O., Contreras, H., Golay, F., 2018. Screening diﬀerences
between a local inventory and the Emissions Database for Global Atmospheric Research ( EDGAR ). Sci. Total Environ.
631–632, 934–941.
Please see the ﬁnal published version: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.scitotenv.2018.03.094. Cited as Madrazo et al.
2018b
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4.1 Introduction
Air quality problems currently aﬀect many cities worldwide. To mitigate this pollution issue, govern-
ments are developing policies to control air pollution emission sources (cf. Bel et al. 2015; Font et al. 2016;
Gil-Alana et al. 2017; Grigoroudis et al. 2016; Zhanga et al. 2017). Policies are usually supported by air
quality models able to predict the eﬀect of changes on the sources’ emission rate. Studies point out to
emissions as the most uncertain factor among diﬀerent components of air quality models; e.g. meteorology,
boundary conditions, model parameters (François et al. 2005; Russell et al. 2000; Viaene et al. 2012). A
good understanding of all sources (i.e. anthropogenic and biogenic emission sources) and the quantiﬁcation
of their pollution rate is required. This information is commonly reported in Emission Inventories (EIs).
At continental scale, various inventories have been developed (Zhao et al. 2017) including the Emission
Database for Global Atmospheric Research (EDGAR, (JRC) et al. 2011), the inventory of the Intergov-
ernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC 2006; Penman et al. 2006), the inventory of Reanalysis of
TROpospheric chemical composition over the past 40 year (RETRO, Pulles et al. 2003) and the new global
emission inventory from the Community Emission Data System (CEDS, Smith et al. 2015). They are all
useful for many reference purposes, especially for geographical areas in which data are not available, such
as is the case in the vast majority of countries in South America (Alonso et al. 2010) and Latin America.
Among them, most air quality simulations have relied on EDGAR (Alonso et al. 2010; Garcia et al. 2015;
Kumar et al. 2010; Mena-Carrasco et al. 2009). EDGAR is considered unique in its provision of historical
emission data for 20 year prior to 1990, and has been widely used by the global scientiﬁc community and by
policy makers worldwide ((JRC) 2009). Nevertheless, EDGAR project uses scientiﬁc information and data
from international statistics in order to model emissions for all countries of the world in a comparable and
consistent manner. This fact can be a source of signiﬁcant uncertainties -especially where there is no oﬃ-
cially registered nation based emission data; and therefore it limits their use on decision support analysis. At
country-scale, with the exception of a group of countries (i.e. group world 2 -mostly developing countries),
national inventories are reported to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UN-
FCCC). In addition, increasing attentions have been paid on regional/local inventories, motivated mainly
by the urgent needs for haze pollution mitigation (Fu et al. 2013; Wang et al. 2010; Zhao et al. 2015; Zheng
et al. 2009; Zhou et al. 2017).
Given the diversity in terms of methodology and data sources, global and local/regional inventories often
do not lead to comparable emission estimates. Inventories’ comparison has became an useful approach to
quickly scan inventory data for such gaps, mistakes or diﬀerences. Speciﬁc comparisons over EDGAR have
been performed worldwide. For example, Amstel et al. 1999 compared national inventories as reported to
the Climate Convention Secretariat with EDGAR CO2 and CH4 data. For CO2, diﬀerences were more than
10% in Eastern Europe + former USSR, and the Rest of the World Group 1, mostly developing countries.
Large diﬀerences were found in some Latin American countries: emissions from fossil fuels were 24% higher
in Bolivia national estimates, while EDGAR estimates were 90% and 23% higher than Costa Rica and
Venezuela estimates. For CO2 from biofuels, EDGAR estimates were 175% and 124% of Bolivia and Costa
Rica national estimates. Emissions mostly agree within the scope of 5% for Australia, Czechoslovakia,
Germany, Italy Iceland, Hungary, Romania and United Kingdom. Substantial diﬀerences on CH4 global
emissions from coal, oil and gas were also observed; EDGAR estimates were almost a half of global total of
national estimates. In contrast, global total methane emissions from fossil fuel combustion were lower in a
factor of 10 in national data with respect to EDGAR. In most of the cases, diﬀerences were traced down to the
use of diﬀerent emission factors or the use of national statistic that diﬀered from the internationally available
ones. Parrish et al. 2009 indicated that the substantial decrease (something like an order of magnitude) in
US non-methane hydrocarbons (NMHC) emissions experienced between 1975 and 2005 is inconsistent with
the EDGAR inventory; EDGAR suggests increasing emissions until a maximum reached in 1995. This is
probably due to misapprehensions of successful emission control strategies within the period. Regarding
spatial patterns, Sheng et al. 2017 results have shown large diﬀerences with EDGAR oil/gas emissions in
Canada and Mexico; EDGAR largely misses areas of production, and instead allocates total oil/gas emissions
mainly according to population. Methane emissions from non oil/gas anthropogenic sources in EDGAR are
higher for Canada (14%) as compared to Environment Canada (2015), and for Mexico (12%) as compared to
INECC 2015. EDGAR error patterns for other anthropogenic sectors including livestock and waste resulted
smaller. Abdallah et al. 2016 highlighted high discrepancies in terms of emission estimates and spatial
distribution: EDGAR emissions were higher than regional estimates for NH3 and SO2 by a factor about
3, and lower for CO, PPM10 and PM25 by a factor between 2 and 4. These diﬀerences were mainly due
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to the use of global datasets, occasionally inconsistent with respect to the base year, for the estimations
of key factors such as the quantity of fuel, the distributions of ﬂeet compositions and population.This led
to high spatial diﬀerences in the modeled O3 and PM25 concentrations, compared to a regional EI. Jena
et al. 2015 indicated that over large NOx emitting point sources simulated daytime 8-hr, averaged O3
mixing ratios with EDGAR NOx emissions during winter shows the lowest O3 values compared to ensemble
mean of other four inventories (i.e. Intercontinental Chemical Transport Experiment-Phase B INTEX-B
(Zhang et al. 2009), MACCity Indian National Emission Inventory INDIA NOX (Zhang et al. 2009), the
MAACity emission inventories developed for chemistry-climate studies (Granier et al. 2011) and Regional
Emission Inventory in Asia REAS (Ohara et al. 2007)). This study argued that it is likely due to the very
high NOx emissions in EDGAR inventory which leads to titration of O3 during coolest winter months. G.
Janssens-Maenhout et al. 2015 pointed out that EDGAR can be recommended as a global baseline emission
inventory, which is regionally accepted as a reference.
In Cuba, there have been national EIs since 1990 (cf. ONE 2016c). They report total emissions by
compound and activity sector but not the temporal/spatial disaggregation. Instead EDGAR has been
used as reference for national emissions disaggregation (Contreras Peraza et al. 2014) and even as entry
for air quality modelling over the country (Turtós Carbonell et al. 2011). Thus, no evidence so far about
their reliability over Cuba have been provided. The aim of this article is to evaluate the diﬀerences between
EDGAR and a local emission inventory developed in Havana Cuba. We use advanced comparison techniques
developed by the Forum for Air Quality Modelling in Europe –FAIRMODE. This approach diﬀers from
others in the detailed way in which it points out to the diﬀerences and gets insights in possible explanations.
4.2 Data and Method
4.2.1 Local inventory
We developed a local air pollutants inventory of emissions from fossil fuel combustion, by end-use sector
(transportation, industry and electricity power). The inventory includes emissions of nitrogen oxides (NOx),
carbon monoxide (CO), Non Methane Volatile Organic Compounds (NMVOCs), ammonia (NH3), Sulphur
dioxide (SO2) and Particulate Matter (PM10). Emissions were calculated based on local data: values of
emission factors from measurements and national reports while activities information from local statistic.
Emissions were spread across the Selected Nomenclature for reporting Air Pollutant (SNAP) classiﬁcation
(cf. table 4.1).
Table 4.1: SNAP sectors classiﬁcation. Source: CORINAIR / SNAP 97 version 1.0 dated 20/03/1998.
ID Description
S1 Combustion in energy and transformation industries
S2 Non-Industrial combustion plans. Residential
S3 Combustion in manufacturing industry
S4 Production processes
S5 Extraction and distribution of fossil fuels and geothermal energy
S6 Solvent and other product use
S7 Road transport
S8 Other mobile sources and machinery
S9 Waste treatment and disposal
S10 Agriculture
S11 Other sources and sinks
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Road transport sector
Road transport emissions were estimated by using the EMISENS model especially developed to quickly
calculate traﬃc-generated emissions (Quoc Ho et al. 2014). EMISENS combines the well-known top-down
and bottom-up approaches to force them to be coherent on the emission estimation. The basic inputs are
road transport activity levels (i.e. vehicle ﬂuxes and street network densities) and vehicular emission factors.
According to the Cuban Vehicle Registration Oﬃce, Havana’s road ﬂeet is distributed by categories as
shown in table4.2. Their average covered mileage was collected from Cuban statistic and scientiﬁc reports
(Álvarez Hymelín 2010; transporte) 2000); and then activity levels calculated as the product of the vehicle
number and their mileage. Activity levels can be also calculated as the product of street lengths and average
vehicle ﬂows. According to estimations from Open-road plugin maps (QGIS Development Team 2015), the
vehicular traﬃc in Havana is spread over 7’290 km length, including urban, rural and local streets (table
4.3). The average vehicle ﬂow was estimated from manual traﬃc counting of 50 road network segments,
assuming rhythmic and repetitive traﬃc variations to relate volumes of these segments with volumes of
other streets under the same category.
The diﬀerence in total activity levels from both approximations is around 5%; so estimations are con-
sidered coherent. Regarding ﬂeet composition by road category, activities were subsequently split on a
cross-classiﬁcation (see table 4.4).
EFs were collected by vehicle category and compound (see table 4.5) from diﬀerent information sources.
For CO, we used the results (non-published) of Biart Hernández 2000; this study statistically analyzed the
end-pipe measurements of a CE8690 gas analyzer on a 380 samples’ static test to compute EFs of Havana’s
gasoline passenger cars. For PM10, we used the results of Madrazo et al. 2018a; their methodology is based
on regression analyses of traﬃc counting, concentration levels and meteorological parameters to compute
EFs of Havana’s transport ﬂeet aggregated on four vehicle categories (i.e. motorcycles, modern passenger
cars, old passenger cars and heavy vehicles). EFs of other pollutants and vehicle categories were set out
from Fernández Martínez et al. 1996 -the cuban national emissions report.
Hourly and weekly traﬃc proﬁles (i.e. coeﬃcients deﬁned from daily traﬃc counting) as well as road
network lengths repartition (i.e. vector layers of distances deﬁned in Qgis at 3km spatial resolution) lead
to temporal and spatial emission distributions.
Table 4.2: Vehicle categories. The total number of vehicles was set according the vehicle registration system
oﬃce of Havana. Average mileage in a working day is collected from literature.
Vehicle Cate-
gories
Number of
vehicles
Average
mileage
(km/day)
Activity
levels (veh-
km/h)
Passenger vehicles
and light gasoline
vehicles, including
small vans (AG)
120’288 160 801’918
Passenger vehicles
and light diesel
vehicles, including
small vans (AD)
27’461 220 251’724
Heavy vehicles and
Trucks(HT)
15’494 90 58’101
Buses (B) 14’397 250 149’967
Motorcycles (MT) 52’603 40 87’672
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Table 4.3: Street categories: Havana road network categorized according to the Cuban technical standards
NC 53-80 y NC 53-81. These norms provide a functional classiﬁcation of urban and rural streets. Road
network lengths were measured by category from the world editable Open Street Map QGIS plugin.
Road categories Main characteristics Traﬃc
ﬂow
(veh/h)
Activity
levels
(veh-
km/h)
Main Street, Average Speed > 80
km/h, Street length 877.9 km
Motorway – For limited-access restricted di-
vided highways. Motorway link – For link-
ing roads to, from or between motorways be-
yond the point where non-motorways traﬃc
can joint or leave the link or other roads where
motorways rules apply. MainStreet of the city
325 285’318
Semi Urban Street, Average
Speed 60-80 km/h, Street length
1652.4 km
Trunk – For inter-regional routes that are not
motorways, often limited-access divided high-
ways for general traﬃc, but sometimes undi-
vided. Trunk link – For linking roads to, from
or between trunk roads beyond from the point
where traﬃc is required to joint or leave trunk
road.
45 74’358
Urban Street1, Average Speed
40-50km/h, Street length 414.5
km
Primary - often have traﬃc signal and hous-
ing/retain/industry with direct access. Pri-
mary link – For link-lanes to, from or between
primary roads beyond the point where traﬃc
is required to joint or leave a primary road.
500 207250
Urban Street2, Average Speed
40-50km/h, Street length 450.1
km
Secondary – Typically one lane each direction,
wide enough for 2 passager cars with less long
distance traﬃc
60 27’006
Urban Street3, Average Speed
40-50km/h, Street length 737.3
km
Tertiary – For minor roads connecting local
neighborhoods.
50 36’865
Locals, Average Speed 30-40
km/h, Street length 1723.3 km
Locals and unclassiﬁed– For local roads and
roads where the classiﬁcation cannot be de-
termined.
440 75’8252
Neighborhood Streets, Average
Speed < 40 km/h, Street length
3063.3 km
Residential – For roads in primarily residential
areas that are not of a speciﬁc classiﬁcation.
15 45’950
Table 4.4: EMISENS input data. Activity levels disaggregated by vehicle and road categories (veh.km/h)
Main-
Street
SemiUrb-
Street
Urban-
Street1
Urban-
Street2
Urban-
Street3
Local Neighb-
Street
AG 80192 272652 152364 152364 40096 40096 64153
AD 25172 85586 47828 47828 12586 12586 20138
HT 5810 19754 11039 11039 2905 2905 4648
B 14997 50989 28494 28494 7498 7498 11997
MT 8767 29808 16658 16658 4384 4384 7014
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Table 4.5: Emission factors (g/km-veh) by vehicle category (Passenger vehicles and light gasoline vehicles,
including small vans (AG), Passenger vehicles and light diesel vehicles, including small vans (AD), Heavy
vehicles and Trucks(HT), Buses (B), Motorcycles (MT))and compound including Carbon monoxide (CO),
nitrogen oxides (NOx), volatile organic compounds (NMVOC), particulate matter (PM10), methane (CH4)
and sulfur dioxide (SO2).
NOx CO SO2 NMVOC PM10 CH4
AG 0.952 47.08 0.82 6.37 0.108 0.090
AD 0.731 0.80 0.80 0.20 0.108 0.006
HT 6.683 29.92 1.50 1.59 0.413 0.066
B 13.511 114.24 1.50 1.86 0.413 0.077
MT 0.122 33.09 0.06 24.03 0.111 0.227
Industrial, non-industrial and electricity sectors
The stationary sources of Havana are mainly associated with public electricity generation, a group of
industries and self-producers (i.e. hospitals, schools, enterprises, etc.). Their emissions were computed
on basis of a bottom-up approach using data collected and/or measured by Cuban institutions (i.e. Na-
tional Institute of Meteorology -INSMET and Information Management and Energy Development Centre-
CUBANERGIA).
Data includes emission factors, activity levels and geo-locations of each stationary source. Temporal op-
eration regime were segregated on three day types (i.e. working days, Saturdays and Sundays). In addition,
a source classiﬁcation was made according to applicable sector of the Selected Nomenclature for report-
ing Air Pollutant (SNAP); it included fuel combustion activities in energy industries SNAP-1, combustion
on manufacturing industries SNAP-3, production processes SNAP-4 and non-industrial combustion plants
SNAP-2, cf. data in table 4.6.
Each individual activity for any given stationary source can be easily aggregated on a cell grid; either
spatially (e.g. the sum of emissions sources located in a cell at any given spatial resolution), temporally
(e.g. the sum of hourly emission of any given source) or by sectors (e.g. individual activities are assigned to
an applicable activity sector). A simple algorithm was created to compute hourly emissions by day, week
and a year at each cell of the study domain.
Table 4.6: Stationary sources, data available.
Example entities: (HOSJT) Hospital “Julio Trigo”, (GEAPO) Electrogen Group “Apolo”, (GEMAN) Elec-
trogen, Group “Managua”, (ANTAC) Iron-steel company “Antillana de acero”, (REFÑL) Crude-oil reﬁnery
“Ñico Lopez”
Column head description: (a) latitude (degree); (b) longitud (degree); (c) SNAP sector; (d) regimen
(hrs/day); (e) regimen (days/week); (f) EF-Nox (g/s) national; (g) EF-SO2 (g/s) national; (h) EF-PM10
(g/s) national;(i) EF-PM2.5 (g/s) national; (j) EF-CO (g/s) international reference; (k) EF-NMVOC (g/s)
international reference
a b c d e f g f i j k
HOSJT 23.06 -82.36 SNAP2 8 7 0.108 0.1153 0.0692 0.0514 0.0115 0.0008
GEAPO 23.08 -82.35 SNAP1 2 7 20.1119 10.5919 0.9775 0.1983 0.0992 0.0864
GEMAN 22.97 -82.35 SNAP1 5 7 2.2194 2.0889 0.188 0.0326 0.0163 0.0235
ANTAC 23.04 -82.28 SNAP4 24 7 1.213 NA 51.415 25.707 .776 0.169
REFÑL 23.14 -82.32 SNAP1 24 7 162.04 91.566 13.82 6.91 149.8 3.1
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4.2.2 EDGAR inventory
The EDGAR anthropogenic emission dataset (version 4.2) was compiled by the European Commis-
sion, Joint Research Center (JRC)- Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency. This dataset includes
emissions of nitrogen oxides (NOx), carbon monoxide (CO), Non Methane Volatile Organic Compounds
(NMVOCs), ammonia (NH3), Sulphur dioxide (SO2), Black Carbon (BC), methane and Particulate Or-
ganic Matter (POM) from anthropogenic and biomass burning sectors and includes no carbonaceous aerosol
emissions. The annual emissions have a resolution of 0.1 x 0.1◦ and cover the period from 1970 to 2008.
Activity data is set from international statistics comparable between countries in deﬁnition and units. The
International Energy Agency (IAE) 2008 database leads fuel consumption activities, which includes com-
bustion in the energy, manufacturing and transformation industries, combustion in oil reﬁneries and the
residential sector (Muntean et al. 2014). The Food and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations
(FAO) et al. 2008 database is used for agriculture. Fuel-based emission factors are established from the
tier 1 approach of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC 2006) guidelines; i.e. “uncon-
trolled” emission factors common across countries when developers judged comparable. Emission reduction
eﬀects of control measures are also applied according to EMEP-EEA guidelines. Grid maps are used for
allocating EDGAR sectoral emissions of a country to a grid. Combustion-related emissions from residential
and industrial activities are distributed, by default, according to a population proxy data (CIESIN et al.
2010) and urban-rural population in-house EDGAR proxy database (Janssens-Maenhout et al. 2013). The
distribution of road transport activities is derived from a speciﬁc EDGAR proxy data (i.e. “Population
Roads”). For other sectors, point source data for power plants and industrial factories are used. EDGAR
disaggregates emissions based on IPCC 2006 categories by sources (see also Barker et al. 2007; Penman
et al. 2006 for detailed sectors description). In this study, we convert categories’ IPCC into SNAP sectors
by applying Janssens-Maenhout et al. 2015 guidelines.
4.2.3 Benchmarking tools
For comparison of the Havana’s EI with EDGAR, we ﬁrstly display total diﬀerences in a bar plot on
horizontal axes. It shows emission ratios by pollutant on a logarithmic scale. The diﬀerence between
emission ratios can evidence inconsistencies in emission factors (i.e. dissimilar bar sizes) or in activity data
(i.e. similar bar sizes). A second evaluation is made by applying the methodology proposed by Thunis et al.
2016a in the framework of FAIRMODE (2015) -a Forum for Air Quality Modelling created for exchanging
experience and results from air quality modelling in the context of the Air Quality Directive (AQD) (Guevara
et al. 2017). This approach expresses the emission factor ratio and the activity ratio from the two emission
totals; nor the emission factors neither the activities need to be known a priori. To do that, it is assumed
that for a given sector, one pollutant species serves as a reference of conﬁdence and that activities by macro-
sector are independent of the pollutants. The evaluation is supported by a diagram (i.e. Diamond diagram)
aiming at getting additional insights and possible explanations for discrepancies between emissions over the
selected areas. Indeed, it unmasks information of whether discrepancies are mostly related to diﬀerences
in the use of emission factors and/or in the choice of activity data (López-Aparicio et al. 2017). For more
details about the theory behind the diamond diagram and its interpretations, refer to Thunis et al. 2016a. In
addition and to capture inconsistencies in term of the spatial distributions, we extrapolate the methodology
of Thunis et al. 2016a to a cell by cell analysis. Emission ratios are computed by cell assuming that each cell
activity ratio is independent of the pollutant. Results are displayed as a cloud of points in the “diamond
diagram”. The sectors considered for these analyses are SNAP-7 and a macro-sector referred to SNAP-1,3,4
(note that SNAP-2 was excluded because it must account for emissions from the residential sector, which is
not available on the local EI). The pollutants considered are CO, NMVOC, PM10, NOx, SO2 (all sectors)
and CH4 (only for road transport sector).
4.3 Results and discussion
The ﬁnal-local EI is a set of hourly layers (grid-maps) covering Havana and adjacent areas on three
day types (i.e. working-day, Saturday and Sunday). In correspondence with EDGAR temporal resolution,
annualized local emissions were calculated by considering the weighted average of daily emission grids.
Fig.4.1 gives information on the diﬀerences of annual emissions (in tons per year) between the local EI
and EDGAR based on 0.1 x 0.1◦ gridded maps for six pollutants (i.e. CO, NMVOC, PM10, NOx, SO2 and
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CH4) and two macro-sectors (i.e. Road Transport as SNAP-7 and Stationary sources as SNAP-1,3,4).
For SNAP-1,3,4, EDGAR provided spatially smoother results and has relatively lower values in hotspot
areas (e.g. cells in the north area between latitudes 23◦ 0-12’N and longitudes 82◦ 12-30’W aggregate a
crude-oil reﬁnery, a thermoelectric power plant, several electro-generators and an iron-steel industry) This
can be explained by the fact that the local EI is mainly based on bottom-up approaches from sources; large
emission entities are not continuously distributed. Therefore, it may provide more discernible results which
allow for ﬁner scale emission analysis.
Figure 4.1: Spatial comparison of CO, NMVOC, PM10, NOx, SO2 and CH4 emissions in ton/year; diﬀer-
ences as EDGAR - Local EI: (a) SNAP-7 (b) SNAP-1,3.4. Pollutants are mentioned in the legend of each
panel.
At this stage, annual emission grids of SNAP-7 and SNAP-1,3,4 can be visually compared. Important
diﬀerences in terms of emission quantities and their spatial distributions were appreciated but no inferences
can be reached about the reason for these discrepancies.
Fig.4.2 shows the bar plot on horizontal axes comparing total emission ratios in a logarithmic scale. In
order to facilitate interpretations it is important to mention that the average activity data is considered
constant by sector. Therefore, similar ELocal/EEdgar ratios (i.e. bar of equal sizes) between pollutants are
associated with issues of total activity data but dissimilar ones, as is the case, are mostly due to issues in
emission factors. For SNAP-1,3,4, EDGAR overestimates the EF of CO, NOx and SO2 while underestimates
the PPM10 and NMVOC (with respect to the regional EI). In SNAP-7, with the exception of NMVOC,
EFs are underestimated by EDGAR.
Fig. 4.3 oﬀers a more complete overview of the discrepancies since the diamond diagram interprets the
emission ratios in two axes (i.e. horizontal and vertical) representing the diﬀerences in emission factors and
activity data separately. It must be noticed that the emissions corresponding to a macro-sector aggregate
quantities from diﬀerent technologies, and thus activities and emission factors. They should be seen as
“coarse” aggregations within macro-sectors. For more details on the mathematical implications of these
aggregations, the reader is referred to the original paper Thunis et al. 2016a. In Fig. 4.3, the diamonds
symbolize factor thresholds (e.g. red diamond set a threshold of factor 2). The graph suggests that the
diﬀerences in terms of activities are low for both sectors: Coarse activity levels are slightly overestimated in
both, SNAP-7 (circle style points) and SNAP-1,3,4 (triangle style points) sectors, by EDGAR with respect
to the local EI. Concerning EFs of SNAP1,3,4, EDGAR emissions were higher than local estimates for
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Figure 4.2: Bar plot on horizontal axes: comparison of CO, NMVOC, NOx, PM10, SO2 and CH4 emissions
of local inventory with EDGAR data.
CO by a factor of 3 and for SO2 by a factor of 1.5; they were lower for PPM10 by a factor of 25. The
reason behind the diﬀerences is probably linked to the fact that local EFs- obtained from measurements
or national reports- include considerations on technology conditions and the type of fuel used. For NOx
and SO2, it considers the actual nitrogen, lead and sulfur content of the fuels burning in Cuban boilers
and power plants. For PPM10, it must also refer to the high content of sulfur in fuels combined with poor
technical conditions of sources. Many of these sources have been exploited for more than 15 years resulting
in obsolete technology for burning fuel and particles control devices. For CO, local EFs are mostly based
on experts’ recommendations from international references, so they could tend to be underestimated with
respect to real values. The high NMVOC diﬀerences (out of ranges in Fig.4.3) are not clear, Cuban experts
indicate low emissions are logical since a few measurements show insigniﬁcant NMVOC emissions. Future
work should enhance CO and NMVOC emission factors including local measurements on stationary sources.
In SNAP-7, the EF of PM10, CO and NOx are within a factor of 2, while CH4 and SO2 are around 5 and
20 times higher. The poor combustion, technical conditions and operational ineﬃciency of most of Cuban
vehicles –very peculiar with respect the rest of the world- would be the reason for these diﬀerences. In
addition, it is possible that the sulfur content level of Cuban gasoline-cars has not been taken into account
in the EF of SO2 proposed by EDGAR.
The discrepancies in terms of emissions spatial distributions can be observed in Fig.4.4 and 4.5. The
points’ deviations on the X axis indicate how much the cell’s EFs are moving away from the coarse EF ratio;
the same applies to deviation on the Y axis with respect to the cell’s activity levels.
In SNAP-7 (see Fig.4.4), the points describe a non-perfect but clear vertical alignment indicating that
EFs suﬀer, overall, the same over/underestimations for all cells. It is important to note that these ratios
(i.e. points in the diamond diagram) are relating “average” EFs of both inventories cell by cell and these
“averages” are ponderations which consider the vehicle ﬂeet distribution at each particular cell. Therefore,
the cause of discrepancies can be due to either the vehicle category EFs value by itself or to diﬀerences in
assumptions of vehicle ﬂeet distribution. The points’ dispersion around the X axis suggests, in contrast, high
inconsistencies on location/aggregation of SNAP-7 activities; spatial repartition diﬀers in a range of factor
0.2 -5. In SNAP-1,3,4 (see Fig.4.5), points are completely spread; meaning that both, EFs and activity
data, disagree spatially between EDGAR and the local EI.
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Figure 4.3: Diamond diagram: Activity-emission factor diagram for the macro-sectors SNAP-1,3,4 and
SNAP-7, and pollutants CO, NMVOC, NOx, PPM10, SO2, CH4
Figure 4.4: Diamond diagram for SNAP-7 with cell by cell ratios. The circles represent coarse comparison
by pollutant. The point cloud presents a cell by cell comparison
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Figure 4.5: Diamond diagram for SNAP-7 with cell by cell ratios. The circles represent coarse comparison
by pollutant. The point cloud presents a cell by cell comparison
4.4 Conclusions
A local inventory was compared with EDGAR CO, NMVOC, PM10, NOx, SO2 and CH4 data over
Havana by applying benchmarking tools. This kind of comparison allows for an informed evaluation of
whether discrepancies are related to diﬀerences in the use of emission factors or in the choice of activity
data. Diﬀerences due to total activity levels are relatively low. EDGAR slightly overestimated total activities
of road transport, energy and industrial sectors with respect to the local EI. This can point to the fact that
EDGAR uses internationally available activity data and approximations. Diﬀerences as a result of diﬀerent
EFs are relatively large. For instance in the case of CO, SO2 and PPM10 from combustion in the energy,
manufacturing and transformation industries, EDGAR use higher EFs than local ones by factors 3, 1.5 and
25 respectively. For road transport sector, the EF of PM10, CO and NOx are within a factor of 2, while
CH4 and SO2 are around 5 to 20 times higher. Diﬀerences due to spatial distribution of emissions were also
analyzed. Overall, EDGAR provided spatially smoother results and has relatively lower values in hotspot
areas. In particular the spatial patterns from road transport sources are fairly consistent for NMVOC and
PM10. However, in the case of NOx, SO2 and CH4, EDGAR estimates are lower for most of grid-cells.
These are likely due to the aforementioned diﬀerences in EFs. Hotspots areas from stationary sources diﬀer
between both inventories; it seems that the choices on both, EFs and activity data, diﬀer spatially. In
the gridded local inventory, CO and NOx hotspots were in correspondence with the activity of important
sources of combustion in the energy sector, while manufacturing and transformation industries (e.g. cement
and iron industries) have high contributions to hotspot areas of PM10. No inventory is 100% accurate, nor
is the inventory of Havana. Both, the country and EDGAR could improve emissions report. However local
ones should probably be more accurate than global ones. Thus, EDGAR can be regionally accepted as a
reference but it is not recommended for air quality simulation over Cuba. A more complete reporting must
be expected when more oﬃcial national data become available. A review and evaluation of local emission
inventories over Cuba can be useful for identifying potential areas for future improvement.
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Chapter 5
Setting a Source-Receptor
Relationship (SRR) for the
assessment of emission reduction
strategies over Cuba
Quantifying the contribution from emission sources to pollutant concentration is a crucial step on de-
signing eﬀective air quality strategies. These quantiﬁcations are commonly performed through simulations
from deterministic chemical transport models. The approach is very accurate but high-demanding on data
and computational performances. It results in a challenging issue for a region in developing world to af-
ford these tools. Thus, the use of simpliﬁed approaches usually referred to as source-receptor relationships
SRR, can make substantial helping to cope with computing power limitations. In this regard, this chapter
presents an example study which sets up a SRR over Cuba. It was built upon the approach of Pisoni et al.,
2017 –a weighted kernel function that spatially links emissions and concentrations over a given domain-,
and includes two diﬀerent techniques for enhancing the Cuban forecaster. The model was derived at 24 km
spatial resolution and accounts for the eﬀects of NH3, SO2, PPM, NOx and VOC emission reductions on
annual average concentrations of PM25, NOx and O3. It opens up a new outlook in designing pollution
reduction strategies in Cuba.
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5.1 Introduction
In recent years, air pollution has been widely regarded as intensifying climate change eﬀects and human
health risks. Its economic burden is immense; it stunts economic growth and exacerbates poverty and
inequality (World Bank 2018). Their impacts are overwhelmingly felt in low and middle-income countries
where emissions rise in the absence of strict air quality policies (WHO Regional Oﬃce for Europe 2016) and
live about 94% of adults and children aﬀected by pollution-related illnesses (Landrigan et al. 2016).
In order to curb pollution eﬀects, it is important to know which emissions to reduce and to which extent
(Meij et al. 2009). So that, quantifying the contribution from emission sources to pollutant concentration
is a crucial step to develop eﬀective strategies. Scenarios analysis through deterministic chemical transport
modelling (CTM) is the most commonly used approach to deal with such assessments (Carnevale et al. 2014).
It includes the complex nature of physical-chemical processes and treat several precursors simultaneously,
each modifying concentration levels of a particular pollutant. The approach is very accurate to forecast
improvements and to understand the causes of pollution; but concerns arise from the requirement of detailed
information on the regional situation (i.e. meteorological conditions and regional emissions), and its high
demanding computational time (Thunis et al. 2016b). As consequence, in most of developing countries, it
is challenging for scenarios analysis from CTM implementations. There, the use of simpliﬁed approaches
usually referred to as source-receptor relationships SRR (cf. Amann et al. 2004; Andrew Kelly 2006;
Carnevale et al. 2012a,b; Clappier et al. 2015; Oxley et al. 2013; Pisoni et al. 2009), can make substantial
helping on designing pollution reduction strategies. Indeed, SRR includes simplifying assumptions to cope
with the lack of computer resources (Pisoni et al. 2017; Thunis et al. 2015); it handles limits on time-scale
operations and levels up emission reductions.
This chapter presents an example study which sets up a SRR over Cuba. The ﬁrst step consisted in
performing simulations with a full CTM based on a regional emission inventory (referred to as the base-
case); results are analysed statistically for understanding the interrelationships of atmospheric pollutants,
and the temporal variation in their concentration proﬁles. That is providing insights into the behaviour
and key relationships among them. Since the focus is on simplifying tools for scenarios analysis we explore
model responses of proxy pollutants (EEA 2008), such as ozone, particulate matter and nitrogen oxides; and
perform emission reductions of associated precursors (i.e. NOx, VOC, NH3, SOx and primary particulate
matter PPM). For arbitrary percentages of emission reductions covering a desired range of applications,
a set of CTM simulations allow to understand the relationships among abatement scenarios and then to
construct the simpliﬁed forecaster (SRR, cf. Clappier et al. 2015; Pisoni et al. 2017) of Cuban concentrations.
An evaluation of the SRR capacity to mimic the CTM on diﬀerent applications is ﬁnally performed as a
validation step.
5.2 Model set up
The CTM CHIMERE (Mailler et al. 2017; Menut et al. 2013) was used to perform the simulations
over Cuba. Their chemical mechanism Melchior describes 120 reactions involving 44 species including
processes like chemistry, transport, vertical diﬀusion, photo-chemistry, dry deposition, in-cloud and below-
cloud scavenging and heterogeneous hydrolysis on aerosol surfaces. The model consists of 8 hybrid sigma
pressure levels, up to 500hPa (±5500m), with the top of the ﬁrst layer around 40m. At a resolution of 0.2◦,
simulations were driven by a regional anthropogenic EI and WRF meteorological ﬁelds; biogenic emissions
were built up on runtime from MEGAN database (Guenther et al. 2012) and monthly mean values of
LMDZ-INCA database (Hauglustaine et al. 2004) delivered the chemical boundary conditions.
5.2.1 Emission inventory
The regional EI focused on seven pollutant precursors (i.e. CO, NOx, SOx, NH3, NMVOC, PM10 and
CH4) from anthropogenic sources spread on SNAP sector classiﬁcation. Emissions from combustion in
energy and transformation industries (S1) were calculated for each source location by using local activity
levels and emission factors either measured (Abreu Elizundia et al. 2016; Meneses-ruiz et al. 2018), or
carefully set out from “AP42, Compilation of Air Pollutant Emission Factors”, EPA 2016. For residential
sector (S2), emissions were estimated according to carburant consumptions reported by the energy section of
(ONE 2016b) and emission factors from (EPA 1998, 2016; GCE 2006; Haneke 2003). They were distributed
as polygon area sources with boundaries deﬁned by population percentages as surrogate spatial dataset.
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Emissions from transport sector (S7) were computed by using the EMISENS model (Quoc Ho et al. 2014)
according to the average activity levels of Cuban vehicular ﬂeet (ONE 2016a), classiﬁed in ﬁve vehicle
categories (i.e. gasoline and diesel passenger, heavy vehicles, buses and motorcycles) and spared into ﬁve
road categories (i.e. semi-urban, urban, locals and neighbourhood streets) –for examples on data and
methods behind the transport EI of Cuba, the reader is referred to (Madrazo et al. 2018a,b). The road
network lengths repartition provided by (OpenStreetMap contributors, 2017) was judged as the most closely
spatial representation and therefore traﬃc emissions distributed as such. Emissions from combustion in
manufacturing industry (S3), production processes (S4), solvent and other product use (S6), waste treatment
and disposal (S9) and agriculture (S10) were compiled from the environmental section of (ONE 2016c).
The geographical location (latitude and longitude) of stationary sources were set out from the Cuban
State Registration of Companies and Budgeted Units in (ONE 2010); then, GIS tools used to spatially
summarize emission-sectors uniformly at location-grids. For agriculture, the spatial distribution was driven
by the Global Land Cover Facility GLCF-Cropland database, which supplies an extensive agricultural land
classiﬁcation from remotely sensed satellite data including built-up, water, snow, forest, savannas and shrub,
grass and crop lands (Channan et al. 2014; Friedl et al. 2010).
5.2.2 Meteorological ﬁelds
Meteorological ﬁelds needed to model aerosol and photochemistry in CHIMERE (e.g. humidity, air
temperature, pressure, wind ﬁelds and planetary boundary layer height, etc.) were produced with WRF
model (National Centers for Environmental Prediction NOAA, U.S. Department of Commerce 2000). This
model has been previously used for Cuban meteorological studies (cf. Hernández Garces et al. 2017; Moya
Álvarez et al. 2014; Rodríguez Roque et al. 2016; Verde Valdés et al. 2015). Bits of advice for setting
up parametrizations and in data entries better forecasting Cuban weather were provided by (Baró Pérez
et al. 2018; Sierra-Lorenzo et al. 2014; Turtós Carbonell et al. 2013); such as they supported, the present
study selects settings already tested in countries of the Caribbean region. It uses NCEP database (National
Centers for Environmental Prediction NOAA, U.S. Department of Commerce 2000) -spatial and temporal
resolutions of 1 degree and 6 hours respectively, and 28 eta levels in height- for boundary and initial
conditions, as well as the lowest resolution options of the static geographic data available. For details on
selected physical parametrizations see Sierra-Lorenzo et al. 2014 which provides the more suitable for WRF
forecasts in Cuba. The grid model uses one-domain of 12 km resolution (rectangular mesh of 130 and 46
cells) over one-year period from 1/1/2015 to 31/12/2015 inclusive. Simulations cover the Cuban island with
a Lambert Conic Conformal (LCC) projection centred at 22.19 N and 79.52 W.
5.3 Statistical analysis
The CTM delivered pollutant concentration ﬁelds describing the complex mixture of pollution in ambient
air. Some pollutants such as particulate matters (PM25), ozone (O3) and nitrogen oxides (NOx) are
investigated as proxies of this mixture. The impact attributed to a single one may actually be partly
due to the other pollutants (WHO Regional Oﬃce for Europe 2016), their precursors and the inﬂuence of
meteorological ﬁelds, e.g. temperature variation. Therefore, a good understanding of the model responses in
terms of these pollutant interrelationships and proﬁles could be the key for concisely representing the entire
mix under all circumstances, and to facilitate further scenarios-based analysis. In this attempt, the study of
non-linear eﬀects which are explicitly incorporated in CTMs results challenging. According to (Thunis et al.
2015), those that are associated with precursor interactions can be neglected for yearly average pollutant
levels. That is for here, we investigate the kind of statistical relationships resulting from yearly averages of
computed hourly concentrations.
5.3.1 Relationships between the main species
Firstly, Pearson correlation coeﬃcients relating pairwise data series on hour-by-hour base (i.e. a data
series at each hour from 00h00 to 23h00 indexed in cell-by-cell order) of yearly average concentrations
were calculated for NOx, PM25 and O3. For NOx, all series of one-hour data were strongly correlated
each other in a range of 0.83-0.98. Good correlations (0.60-0.99) were also found between series of PM25.
O3 exhibited a diurnally varying temporal correlation structure which can be explained by mechanisms
of diurnal production, accumulation and depletion of ozone; and its dependency on air temperature and
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solar radiation: The series within the bunches of 13h00-16h00 and 21h00-08h00 internally correlated very
well, i.e. 0.83-0.98 and 0.84-0.99 respectively; but the crossed series from both bunches uncorrelated. The
remaining series (i.e. do not belonging to any bunch) of O3 are less-correlated with the series in bunches
and interpreted as transition situations in which ozone varies from day to night average levels. Following
these bits of pollutant proﬁles, PM25 and NOx concentrations were summarized in hourly averages of a
year as “NO2 mean” and “PM25 mean” while ozone levels were aggregated on “O3 day” and “O3 night”
averages. In addition to these sorts of indicators, we consider important to calculate the yearly averages of
nitrogen dioxides and primary particulate matters (here referred to as “NO2 mean” and “PPM mean”) as
they can complement information on NOx and PM respectively; as well as SOMO35 (i.e. sum of maximum
8-hours ozone levels over 35 ppb for a year) since it summarizes ozone diurnal variations.
Secondly, we analyse whether these indicators are related linearly. In Fig.5.1 -cf. table 5.1, the bipolar
plot of a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) shows several interrelationships: (i.) “NO2 mean” and “NOx
mean” loading arrows closed in direction and orientation to “PPM mean” in the main principal component
evidence their strong correlations; the three pollutant do vary together, locations of hotspots may be similar
and likely induced by common emission sources; (ii.) the high loading arrow of “O3 night”, pointing also
closed to the most-varying direction of the main principal component but with opposite orientation to “NOx
mean” is probably due to simulating night reaction of ozone with the nitrogen dioxides concentrations that
remain from nitric oxides titration eﬀects; (iii.) the orthogonality between “O3 day” loading arrow with
respect to “O3 night” indicates situations subject to linear unrelationshipness; it may indeed consider
particular photochemistry mechanisms of “O3 day” formation which are in reality complex and highly non-
linear processes (EEA, 2008b); (iv.) SOMO35 is strongly correlated with the second principal component
and “O3 day” correlates very well; it suggests that SOMO35 primarily varies with “O3 day” levels; (v.)
“PM25 mean” loading arrow between the primarily measures of “PPM mean” and “O3 day” ﬁrstly suggests
that PM25 variation is partly due to PPM but may be highly inﬂuenced by the reaction of other gases and
particles; and secondly that areas with high “O3 day” levels may tend to experience high PM25 levels.
Figure 5.1: Bipolar plot showing relationships between hourly mean of PPM, PM25, NOx, NO2, O3 day
and night, as well as the indicator SOMO35.
Fig.5.2 shows the scatter plots of identiﬁed interrelationships: As expected, SOMO35 values appear
highly inﬂuenced by O3 day levels. A positive linear relationship does appear between PPM mean and NOx
mean concentrations; it means that a rise in PPM is indeed coupled with a rise in NOx for each individual
grid point. The best ﬁt relationship of O3 night vs NOx mean pass through an exponential function: For
most of grid points (between 5-20ppb-vol NOx levels), O3 night rates decrease with increasing NOx at
almost equal amounts. At grid points of low NOx levels (<5ppb-vol) a higher rate of O3 night production
are estimated with decreases in NOx; in contrast at higher NOx levels, O3 night lower production rates
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Table 5.1: Overview of PCA results, correlations (Corr) and loadings (Contrib) of variables with respect to
the main principal components (PC)
PC1 (56.4%) PC2 (35.8%)
Correl Contrib p.value Correl Contrib p.value
PPM mean 0.98 24.33 3.33e-187 - 0.01 -
PM25 mean 0.50 6.39 2.65e-18 0.74 22.06 9.27e-48
NO2mean 0.97 23.77 1.32e-161 -0.22 1.90 3.48e-04
NOx mean 0.96 23.21 1.05e-143 -0.26 2.62 2.28e-05
O3day 0.24 1.50 6.37e-05 0.91 33.15 2.57e-103
O3night -0.91 20.78 5.79e-100 0.18 1.41 2.15e-03
SOMO35 - 0.01 - 0.99 38.83 1.08e-209
appear with increasing NOx. The scatter plot NO2 and NOx shows that these pollutants almost perfectly
ﬁt by a polynomial function of second order. According to Wesseling et al. 2008, CTMs often calculate the
basic dispersion of NOx while adding chemical eﬀect functions on NO2 formation; and so NO2 may depends
on the approach added to determine its value. Indeed, this relation does set non-linearly inﬂuenced by a
photo-chemical conversion function between nitric oxide and ozone.
Figure 5.2: Scatter plots of NOx mean vs PPM mean (top-left), NOx mean vs O3 night mean (top-right),
O3day vs SOMO35 (bottom-left) and NOx mean vs NO2 mean (bottom-right). Fit line in red colour.
Referring all aforementioned relationships, we consider that NOx mean, PM25 mean and SOMO35
could eﬀectively represent pollution conditions in this study since other pollutant levels of interest could
be reasonable derived from them. Its levels do vary spatially depending on prevailing conditions favouring
NOx, PM25 and O3 formation. In Fig.5.3, highest NOx levels of 10-40ppb are estimated on urban areas
with maximum of 56.8ppb; it points to areas with substantial contributions from road transport emissions.
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For most of the country land-area, PM25 levels range from 10 to 40μg/m3 with a maximum of 75.1μg/m3;
the highest PM25 levels were computed at western regions which lead to Havana, the capital city. SOMO35
was computed higher in the south-western areas compared to north-eastern ones keeping with lower values
in most of urban areas (e.g. for city centres of the provinces Pinar del Rio, Havana, Matanzas, Villa Clara,
Ciego de Avila). It is probably due to the simulating high NOx average concentration in urban areas
destructing O3 by rapid reaction with nitric oxides for strong NO titration eﬀects.
(a) Yearly averages of computed PM25 hourly concentrations (μg/m3)
(b) Yearly averages of computed NOx hourly concentrations (ppb)
(c) Computed SOMO35 index (ppb)
Figure 5.3: Cuba’s pollution maps from CTM simulation
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5.3.2 Relationship between abatement scenarios
As the main objective of this study is to simplify the procedure for assessing emission reductions over
Cuba, we investigate relationships between possible abatement scenarios. According to Thunis et al. 2015,
for yearly average levels, the concentration delta (i.e. the diﬀerence between a base-case and an emission
reduction scenario) reached from a simulation in which all precursors (denoted by the letter p) are reduced
simultaneously by given percentages δ (referred to as ΔC{δp}
{p} with {p} a set of precursors and {δp} the
set of percentages of emissions which are reduced simultaneously in a given simulation) can be decomposed
in individual amounts of pollution (considering δp the individual percentages reduced for one precursor at
one simulation) triggered by each precursor (the non-linear contributions arising from the interaction among
precursors can be neglected):
ΔC{δp}
{p} =
∑
p
ΔCδp p (5.1)
Where ΔCδp p is the concentration delta resulting from the emission reduction (ΔEδp
p) of one precursor
at a time. According to Clappier et al. 2015, this link can be also assumed linear and then mathematically
formalized using linear coeﬃcients ap as:
ΔCδp p = apΔEδp
p (5.2)
When the same set of emission reductions is consistently applied over the whole geographical area, the
resulting delta concentration values are directly linked with the average of the base-case emissions (Ep) by
means of the amount of imposed reduction (δp):
ΔEδp
p = δpE
p (5.3)
ΔCδp p = apδpE
p (5.4)
Thus, the delta concentrations resulting from two diﬀerent amounts of reductions are expected to relate
linearly
ΔCp1
δ1
ΔCp2
δ2
= δ1δ2 ; and the concentration deltas resulting from a set of simultaneous emission reductions
in eq.5.1 can be estimated as follow:
ΔC{δp}
{p} =
∑
p
{δp}
δp
ΔCδp p (5.5)
In order to corroborate these assumptions for the three selected indicators (i.e. PM25 mean, NOx
mean and SOMO35), a set of eight CTM simulations have been performed with diﬀerent reduction levels.
It includes ﬁve scenarios setting individual reductions of precursors NOx, VOC, PPM, NH3 and SOx to
50%, and other three resulting from simultaneous reductions at low, middle and high levels, i.e. Scn-low:
NOx(10%) SOx(10%) VOC(40%) PPM(40%) NH3(10%); Scn-middle: NOx(50%) SOx(50%) VOC(50%)
PPM(50%) NH3(50%); Scn-high: NOx(60%) SOx(60%) VOC(90%) PPM(90%) NH3(60%).
By applying eq.5.5, delta PM25 mean, NOx mean and SOMO35 values of scenarios accounting for
simultaneous reductions were estimated from the individual precursor simulations. Fig.5.4 shows that
estimates are comparable and scenarios relate linearly regardless of the level of simultaneous reductions.
For PM25 and NOx, the bias of estimates are limited to less than ± 10%; however it seems that strong
reductions (> 50%) introduce non-linear eﬀects on ozone concentrations which results in less performant
SOMO35 estimations (bias ± 30%).
This allows us to state that a series of ﬁve CTM simulations resulting from individual emission reductions
could be eﬀectively used to assess the impacts of simultaneous reductions on yearly average concentrations.
It was even eﬀective for applications considering high level simultaneous precursor reductions, with the
exception of SOMO35. Only notice that it is valid when emission reductions are applied over the same
entire domain because pollutant concentration changes at a given geographical point are aﬀected by the
same amount of abatement at every point within the domain. The implicit linear assumptions limit the
applicability of this approach to work properly at regional abatements –scenarios in which emissions are
reduced over a smaller area than the domain.
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Figure 5.4: Comparison between simulations resulting from simultaneous precursor reductions and the
estimates made from individual precursor reductions.
5.4 Source-Receptor relationship
5.4.1 Methodology
To extend the range of the study to regional abatements, we explore the approach of Pisoni et al. 2017
which considers possible spatial diﬀerences of the linear relationships (the so-called “spatial ﬂexibility”)
between emissions and concentrations deltas in the following way:
ΔCi =
∑
p
P∑
j
N
apijΔEj
p
apij = αip(1 + dij)
−wp
Where N is the number of grid cells within the domain and P the number of precursors. ΔEjp and
ΔCip are the emission and concentration deltas; notice they continue linked linearly, so the approach
remains valid and could be applied as long as the relationships between emissions and concentrations can be
assumed linear. Coeﬃcients aijp (unknown parameters) relate each precursor (p) in each emission “source”
cell (j) with a concentration “receptor” cell (i) by mean of a “bell-shape” function depending on distance
dij with αip and wp the amplitude and width respectively. αip is interpreted as the relative importance of
each precursor in producing pollutant concentration while wp indicates how the contribution of a precursor
decreases with the distance.
The computational procedure can be performed by a least square estimation; it needs at least (2 x P
+1) equations available by receptor cell. The solver uses the concentration and emission deltas provided
by diﬀerent scenarios runs as inputs. Thus, each receptor cell provides a diﬀerent set of inputs (dij , ΔCi
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and ΔEjp) which are used to estimate a unique set of outputs αjp and wp. A “good practice” approach
to the robustness and accuracy implies a two steps implementation: the ﬁrst step treats each precursor
individually by using independent simulations that reduce each precursor at a time and performs a least
square optimisation using all cells in the domain to estimate αip and wp . In a second step emission weighted
average deltas (i.e.
∑
j ΔEj
p(1 + dij)−w
p
) are computed at each receptor cell by using the coeﬃcient wp
identiﬁed in step 1; then a multiple linear regression ﬁt is implemented to calculate more precise values for
αi
p . For more details on the mathematical principles and procedures behind the approach, the reader is
referred to the original paper Pisoni et al. 2017, section 3.
5.4.2 Application for NOx, PM25 and SOMO35
In order to implement the SRR bell-shape approach (i.e. from Pisoni et al. 2017) in the Cuba case, we
used a set of CTM simulations (see an overview in Table 4) including the 8 scenarios of section 5.3.2 and
other 4 that complete the series enough to identify the coeﬃcients. All scenarios applied reductions over the
entire modelling domain between 10-90%. Another series of scenarios is dedicated to assess whether SRR
is able to reproduce the CTM results for low and high levels of regional emission reductions (see selected
regions in Fig.5.5 and their set of emission reductions in table 5.2, scenarios 14-15).
Table 5.2: Set of emission reduction scenarios needed to implement the SRR over Cuba. Scenario 1 represents
the base-case set-up in Sec.5.3.2, while the other scenarios are computed applying the % emission reductions
as shown in table.
Scen No. Geog. Area NOx VOC NH3 PPM SO2
1 BC Cuba - - - - -
2 Cuba 50% - - - -
3 - 50% - - -
4 - - 50% - -
5 - - - 50% -
6 - - - - 50%
7 Sec.5.3.2 Scn-low 10% 40% 10% 40% 10%
8 Sec.5.3.2 Scn-mid 50% 50% 50% 50% 50%
9 Sec.5.3.2 Scn-high 60% 90% 60% 90% 60%
10 10% 10% 10% 40% 10%
11 10% 40% 40% 40% 10%
12 60% 60% 60% 90% 60%
13 60% 90% 90% 90% 60%
14 Regions in Fig.6 20% 20% 20% 20% 20%
15 80% 80% 80% 80% 80%
Figure 5.5: Regions selected for validating the SRR.
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Results of the SRR are compared with those of CTM in Fig.5.6. In summary, each pollutant indicator ex-
hibited similar dispersion patterns either at low or high reduction levels (i.e. R(PM25)∼0.73, R(NOx)∼0.93
and R(SOMO35)∼0.52). Among them, NOx estimates experienced the best ﬁt in comparison to PM25 and
SOMO35. For PM25, the larger percentage errors are localized in the outline of the regions where emission
reductions were imposed, while for SOMO35 it mostly occurs inside these regions. Next section explores
strategies to improve estimates of PM25 and SOMO35.
Figure 5.6: Comparison between CTM and SRR bell-shape approach for yearly PM25, NOx, SOMO35, with
emission reductions applied over Havana, Cienfuegos and Santiago de Cuba at 20 and 80%. Blue dotted
lines represent the ±10 error range
5.4.3 Improvements for PM25 and SOMO35
Two diﬀerent approaches were explored in order to improve the Cuban SRR:
(a) The ﬁrst one consists in spatializing the coeﬃcient that indicates how far the contribution of each
precursor gets (wp). It is built on the assumption that each precursor contribution could decrease
diﬀerently with the distance. So, in the ﬁrst computational step, each receptor cell accounts for a
surrounding window inside which this coeﬃcient is assumed to be constant. The minimum number of
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cells (i) inside the windows is forced to be enough to perform a least square calculation of the following
formulation:
ΔCi =
∑
p
P∑
j
N
αi
p(1 + dij)−wi
p
ΔEjp
(b) The second strategy adds terms of interactions between precursors to the second computational step
in order to capture possible non-linear eﬀects. In summary the delta concentrations are computed as:
ΔCi =
P∑
p
αi
pΔEi
p +
∑
p′
P
βi
pp′ |∼Ei
p
|ΔEip
with
ΔEi
p =
∑
j
ΔEjp(1 + dij)−w
p
and
|∼Ei
p
| =
∑
j
|Ej |p(1 + dij)−w
p
Where |Ej |p are values resulting from averaging base-case and abatement emissions in a cell j and
βi
pp′ measures the relative weight of each pairwise (p and p’) precursors’ interactions in producing
pollutant concentration.
Applying the proposed approaches, subtle enhancements were found on statistical parameters R and
RMSE; it produces lower errors than the traditional Bell-shape approach. Fig5.7-left shows the validation
of PM25 for 20% simultaneous-regional emission reductions (scenario 14 in Table 5.7, to be compared
with Fig.5.6 top-left). Estimates are basically improved by spatializing the parameter at each cell i with
surrounding windows of 2-3 cells ( 50-70km radius). It points to the fact that PM25 dispersion may have
indeed a regional behaviour turning precursors around proximity concentration changes. In Fig.5.7-right
(scenario 14 in Table 5.2, to be compared with Fig.5.6 bottom-left), SOMO35 estimates are improved by
considering NOx and VOC as precursors, plus the interactions of PPM with NOx, VOC, SOx and NH3.
It agrees with the ozone dependency on NOx and VOC chemical reactions; which may actually depends
on both precursor variations as a function of their rapid interactions with other precursors sharing reactive
processes.
Figure 5.7: Comparison between CTM and SRR improvement strategies for yearly PM25 and O3day, with
emission reductions applied over Havana, Cienfuegos and Santiago de Cuba at 20%.
5.4.4 Absolute values, PM25, SOMO35 and NO2 estimates
PM25, SOMO35 and NOx absolute values can be simply retrieved from SRR estimates (i.e. concentration
deltas). For NO2, the relationship found in Sec.5.3.1 must be used. Fig.5.8 shows comparisons between
CTM and SRR implementations for 80% simultaneous emission reduction (table 5.2, scenario 15). It clearly
shows that SRR can mimic CTM responses for yearly average concentrations with good level of accuracy
even in case of high emission reduction levels.
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Figure 5.8: Comparison between CTM and SRR for absolute NO2, PM25 and SOMO35, with emission
reductions applied over Havana, Cienfuegos and Santiago de Cuba at 80%.
5.5 Conclusions
In accordance with the attempt of facilitating the assessment of emission reduction strategies over Cuba,
this chapter presented an example study of setting up a SRR able to satisfactory mimic CTM behaviours.
The SRR were derived at 24 km spatial resolution and accounts for the eﬀects of NH3, SO2, PPM, NOx
and VOC emission reductions. It was built upon the approach of Pisoni et al., 2017 which considers
a “bell-shape” function of distances to spatially link emissions and concentrations over a given domain.
Two strategies of improvement were further added to the already satisfactory approach; they consisted in
spatializing the coeﬃcient that indicates how far the contribution of each precursor gets and in adding terms
of interactions between precursors.
Concentrations from SRR were compared to those resulting from CTMs simulations. This validation
focused on emission reductions on three diﬀerent regions of the country. The applications showed a good level
of accuracy even for high abatements; the level of performance of the Cuban SRR is satisfactory for annual
average concentrations of PM25, NOx, as well as for SOMO35 index. The added improvements provided
subtle enhancements to statistical parameters R and RMSE producing lower errors than the traditional
bell-shape approach. Additional relationships were provided for analyse NO2, O3 and PPM annual average
concentrations. The approach can assess the pollution impacts of emissions scenarios applied over a given
region from few CTM simulations. The low requirement on computational time (i.e. few minutes simulating
a scenario) opens up a new outlook to design pollution reduction strategies in Cuba.
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Chapter 6
Cuban’s energy strategy into 2030:
General design features toward a
sustainable transition
This work aims to explore scenarios for a reliable energy transition in Cuba. The energy ﬂuxes between ﬁnal
energy demand and resources were computed for the year 2015. Then, the energy demand was projected
to 2030 and a set of scenarios based on diﬀerent mix of energy resources and technologies were designed to
fulﬁl this demand. These scenarios were compared according to three criteria that seemed the most relevant
for Cuba given its geopolitical and economic situation: energy security, energy sustainability and air quality
impacts. The results show that when wind and solar energy fulﬁl 20% of the electricity demand, the fossil
fuel requirements are signiﬁcantly reduced. Once this penetration reaches 50%, Cuba can achieve complete
independence from energy imports. The scenario fulﬁlling 100% of electricity demand from wind and solar
resources shows the maximum sustainability. The use of renewable resources also has positive eﬀects on air
quality.
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6.1 Introduction
Cuba is a socialist developing country located in the Caribbean region. Its economic development has
been characterized by a relatively low average per capita income and per capita energy use. Like most Latin
American countries, Cuba’s economy showed steady growth between 1940 and 1960. With the revolutionary
Government coming in 1960, the country experienced strong economic and social development. This growth
was highly supported by favorable trade relationships with the countries of the Council for Mutual Economic
Assistance (CMEA) which provided a stable supply of oil and oil by-products, making the country’s energy
mix depends signiﬁcantly on the imports (Suarez et al. 2012).
During 1990s, after the collapse of the Soviet Union, this dependency led to a major setback of the
Cuban economy. The state was forced to slash its energy imports which aﬀected its capability to satisfy its
energy requirements. The government responded by implementing important reforms which led to a change
of society with respect to energy use, resulting in a less-demanding energy system. The policies included:
increasing production of domestic crude oil and associated gas, considerably reducing energy demands,
reducing electricity losses, and improving energy infrastructures. Between 1992 and 2003, the domestic
oil production grew annually by 7% (Suarez et al. 2012) but this fuel showed to be far from optimal in
terms of generating power (its high levels of sulphur damaged the power plants due to extensive corrosion);
and many power plants had to shut down for periods of time, leading to severe power shortages. This
triggered a new crisis in 2005; which the government replied with to the so-called “Energy Revolution”. It
again instituted measures to reduce electricity demands and increase energy eﬃciency with investments on
distributed electricity generation systems. A couple of thousand diesel-fueled mini-generators were scattered
across the island and distributed to 70% of the municipalities (Belt 2010). The Energy Revolution increased
the reliability of the electricity supply and was successful in changing the energy use patterns of the Cuban
households by replacing appliances with more eﬃcient and safe equipment. However, the energy system
in general continued to be highly dependent on imports, which was at that time supported by preferential
trading agreements with Venezuela. Because of this, the political crisis that developed in Venezuela in 2013
caused the Cuban energy sector to once again enter a period of uncertainty. During July 2016, following
diﬃculties with imports, the state announced new goals to reduce electricity consumption by 6% and fuel
consumption by 28% in the second half of the year (Panﬁl et al. 2017; Reuters 2016). Currently, the
country does not cease in exploring ways of fostering energy eﬃciency. The necessity caused by economic
crises enforced moving toward a less-demanding energy system, but it has been and still is heavily reliant
on fossil fuels, with a considerable amount in the share of imports (cf. citeONE2016). The country is in
need of a new energy lifeline.
In this regard, the main goal of this work is to explore scenarios for a reliable Cuban energy transition.
We ﬁrstly draw up an overview of the current energy system, including the resources, technologies, and
services with base-case in 2015, as well as the country projection to 2030. This reveals the main challenges
and opportunities to provide general design features for the transition. A set of indicators to address energy
security, sustainability and air quality impacts are presented in order to facilitate the analysis of diﬀerent
energy scenarios.
6.2 Overview of the Cuban energy system
6.2.1 The situation in 2015
Energy demand
Energy consumption is an inevitable consequence of human activities which are connected with all the
aspects of daily life through the vast use of energy, from household to industries. In Cuba (see table 6.1),
industrial processes encompass major consumers (41%), followed by residential sector (37%) and then the
transports (11%). The various other sectors (i.e. water supply, construction and agriculture) use 12% of
the total energy consumed. The demand is fulﬁlled with two diﬀerent branches of energy resources: Oil
sub-product (63%) and electricity (37%).
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Table 6.1: Energy demands (GWh) by key sectors in 2015. Adapted from (ONE, 2016)
Services Electricity Oil Sub-prod. Total
Residential 12440 4376 16816
Industries 4713 13939 18651
Transport 0 5048 5048
Other 0 5459 5459
Total 17153 28821 45974
Electricity production
The largest part of electricity (59%) is produced by seven thermoelectric power plants that consume
large amounts of crude oil as well as, in smaller quantities, fuel oil and diesel. A further 22% of electricity
is produced by a set of distributed generators (so-called “Generator set”) reliant on fuel oil and diesel, 15%
comes from natural gas by combined-cycle generating plants, 3.5% from bioelectric plants from bagasse
(i.e. the dry pulp residue left over after sugar extraction from sugar cane), and around 0.5% from other
renewables resources such as water, sunlight and wind. See table 6.2 for the breakdown of the Cuban
electricity generation technologies and resources.
Table 6.2: Electricity production (GWh) 2015: Technologies and resources
Technologies Electricity production Energy consumption Resources
PV panels 15 Sun radiation
Wind turbines 35 Wind
Hydroelectric 48 Water
Sugar factory 898 5900 Bagasse
Gas turbine 2950 12100 Gas
Thermoelectric 11943 37768 Oil and Oil sub-product
Generator set 4399 11321 Oil sub-product
Total 20288 79149
Thermoelectric power plants produce a total of 2’588 MW. Presently, the obsolescence of these technolo-
gies joined with the use of low-quality crude oil lead to high rates of failure and ineﬃciencies on electricity
generation. This hampers the full use of the existing capacities. Indeed, most of the major power plants
run at only 60-65% of their potential (Berg et al. 2013), which is a rather modest ﬁgure by international
standards.
Generator set technologies account for 2’520 MW providing services at or near points of consumption.
These technologies are a singular aspect of Cuban electric grid that oﬀers beneﬁts against centralized power
(Panﬁl et al. 2017): they help when facing natural disasters, such as hurricanes, as each aﬀected plant
contributes a smaller individual capacity to the grid. They also reduce electricity loss as they do not rely
to the same extent on extended transmission networks, and they can be brought back online more quickly
than centralized generation (Momoh et al. 2012). They have increased eﬃciency rates (i.e. lower speciﬁc
consumption rates). The only concern arises from their contingency upon burning high-properties’ oil sub-
products, which leads to a costly option to match daily load proﬁles (Benjamin-Alvarado 2010). According
to Berg et al. 2013, they are not a viable solution in the long run and may only serve as a supplementary
power source to the major thermoelectric power plants.
Combined cycle generating plants sum-up to 580 MW. The technology was commissioned and is currently
operated by the foreign company Energas (i.e. a joint venture between Canada’s Sherritt and Cuba’s Cupet
and Unión Eléctrica). The largest facilities are located near the country’s capital city.
Bioelectric power plants account for 470 MW spread among 40 sugar factories. The sugar industry has
longstanding experience in the use of biomass to cogenerate heat and electricity, but currently only small
amounts of electricity are exported to the grid as the industry self-consumes over 85% of produced energy
(Jimenez Borges et al. 2017; MINAS et al. 2016; Rodríguez-Machín et al. 2012; Sagastume et al. 2018). In
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addition, its capacities are in use for merely 3600 h (150 days) per year.
The renewable power generation also share 62.8 MW of hydroelectric plants, 11.7 MW of onshore wind
turbines, 24.4 MW of utility scale PV and 0.66 MW of bio-power from gasiﬁcation of forest biomass. The
renewable resources are not signiﬁcantly exploited. They are mainly used in remote locations, inaccessible to
the supply with conventional resources (Sagastume et al., 2017). Nowadays, the electricity losses represent
15.5% of the total electricity generated.
Fuel production
In 2015, the country used 108’993 GWh of primary resources: ∼ 42% imported and ∼ 58% produced
domestically. The domestics ( 47’771 GWh) include 3 million tons of crude oil, 1’200 million cubic meters
of natural gas and 1.2 million tons of sub-products from oil and gas. The Cuban crude oil is a product
extracted from shallow waters just oﬀ the coasts with extra-heavy and high-sulphur properties (Käkönen
et al., 2014), while the natural gas is a production of all associated natural gas found within the crude oil
reservoirs (Benjamin-Alvarado 2010).
The imports (45’871 GWh) account for 0.7 million tons of crude oils and 3.3 million tons of oil sub-
products. Around 1.2 million tons of oil sub-products are produced from reﬁning processes of either domestic
or imported fuels at Cuban facilities. A part of them are known to be exported, so in our analysis we only
take into account the part locally used. The country spends more money in energy (mainly imports) as a
percent of GDP than most nations; the total value of the energy consumed is estimated at 14% of Cuba’s
GDP, whereas the world average is roughly 10% (Panﬁl et al., 2017).
Fig.6.1 summarizes the Cuban energy system for the year 2015 in a ﬂow Sankey diagram. Absolute
numbers are given for the diﬀerent resources at the left in the diagram. Final consumption (at the right)
was represented as the sum of two main components: electricity and all other services using oil sub-products.
The diagram also shows the amount of energy "left after production". So mainly it is the non-eﬃciency of
the production expressed as a relative part ﬁgures that is shown. It can be seen that electricity sector plays
the main role as it consumes around 73% of all resources managed by the country, and accounts for around
40% of those imported.
Figure 6.1: Energy ﬂow Sankey diagram of Cuba for the year 2015
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6.2.2 The projection into 2030
Energy demand
Over the last twenty years, electricity generation steadily increased (ONE 2016c; Sagastume et al. 2018).
In Fig.6.2, the electricity consumption trend from 2002 to 2015 shows an average increase of 3.6% per year,
with 4.8% from 2014 to 2015 alone. This trend can be mainly explained by an increased demand from
residential sector (around 4.7% per year during the last ﬁve years). According to Reuters 2016, the opening
of the private segment of the economy during the 2000s (where Cubans were allowed to set up businesses
in their homes and front porches) highly inﬂuenced this drift. For all other sectors the increase is lower
(less than 3% per year). Following the trend, the Cuban electricity consumption is expected to raise in
the future (Käkönen et al. 2014), where oﬃcial estimations foresee an increase of 3.28% per year (MINAS
et al. 2016), reaching 27’834 GWh in 2030. The direct consumption of oil sub-products, by services other
than electricity, experienced a decreasing trend. Oﬃcial projections regarding future consumption were not
found. So that, at the risk of being too pessimistic about the planning horizon, such demand is assumed to
remain constant at 28’821 GWh. Consequently the total energy demand will increase from 45’974 GWh in
2015 to 56’655 GWh in 2030 with a share of 51% of oil sub-product and 49% of electricity.
Figure 6.2: Trend of energy demand from 2002 to 2015
Electricity production
The government is aiming to match the future energy needs with a more self-reliant supply. Its strategy
consists in cutting the cost of importing the shortfall by producing more domestic resources. Broadly,
the 2030 strategy includes: (i.) increasing technological capacity to use domestic fuels (i.e. crude oil and
natural gas), (ii.) increasing eﬃciency of electricity production, distribution and consumption with energy
saving measures, (iii.) and expanding the renewables share to 24% (EFE 2014, documented by "Cartera de
oportunidades Cuba").
Around 800 MW (an additional 13% of generating capacity) will raise existing thermoelectric capacities.
Combined-cycle natural gas plants will also increase their share in electric generation, in relation with an
increasing domestic gas production (cf. Belt 2010). Generator set is maintained at the same level of 2015.
The renewable share will add 74 small hydroelectric plants (375MW), 13 onshore wind farms (583MW)
and 19 utility-scale PV plants (263MW). Most of hydropower energy will remain from isolated system
areas. Onshore wind farms will be located at speciﬁc zones on the northeast coast of the country where
historical wind estimations at 50 and 100m favor wind power output at a capacity factor over 30%. The
solar system will continue to focus toward urban applications but will also expand beyond on-grid usage. A
high betting for bio-power from bagasse combustion is expected, with around 720 MW of increased eﬃciency
technologies (i.e. showing an eﬃciency increase from 5% to 10%) in 19 of the existing sugar factories. The
potential scenarios consider updating bio-power technologies and including the combustion of marabu (i.e.
Dichrostachys-cinerea: a woody bush considered a plague in Cuba) after the sugar-cane milling season to
extend the use of the electric generation infrastructures to a minimum of 50 days above 3600 h per year.
See table 6.3 for a summary of the main energy technologies and resources expected to be used in 2030.
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Table 6.3: Electricity production 2030: Technologies and resources
Technologies Electricity production Energy consumption Resources
PV panels 518 Sun radiation
Wind turbines 1535 Wind
Hydroelectric 985 Water
Sugar factory 5152 515200 Bagasse and Marabu
Gas turbine 4481 8962 Gas
Thermoelectric 16296 52682 Oil and Oil sub-product
Generator set 3951 11297 Oil sub-product
Total 32914 127493
Fuel production
To fulﬁl the projected demand, the country may manage around 158’000 GWh of primary resources
including crude oil and sub-products. Domestic crude oil production is expected to amount 58’110 GWh
(∼ 5000 Mteo) with around 8’962 GWh of associated natural gas. The bagasse may set up to 51’520 GWh.
The needs of oil sub-products will be covered by Cuban facilities with reﬁning capacities for 55’786 GWh
(∼ 16’000 tons) per year.
Fig.6.3 summarizes the Cuban energy system for the year 2030 in a ﬂow Sankey diagram. The increased
ﬁnal electricity demand (around 10.6 TWh with respect to 2015) can be observed. The diagram also
shows the raise in the share of electricity produced from renewable resources (∼ 24%) such biomass, water,
solar and wind. Despite these prospects, technological capacity of using domestic fuels (i.e. centralized
thermoelectric and gas plants) and renewables will still remain insuﬃcient to be totally self-suﬃcient on
fossil fuels. Electricity supply, as well as residential, industrial and transportation activities will leave a
deﬁcit of around 39’400 GWh on imports.
Figure 6.3: Energy ﬂow Sankey diagram of Cuba for the year 2030
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6.2.3 Environmental concerns
An important factor when discussing the energy development in Cuba is the local inﬂuence of pollutant
emissions (Wright et al. 2010). A majority of the Cuban electricity generation is achieved by combusting
diﬀerent kinds of fuels. This joined with the facts of using high-sulphur content oil (i.e. domestic crude oil)
and low-eﬃcient technologies, make the energy system prone to high emission levels. In addition, most of
the power installations are close to urban zones which may aggravate the impacts on population health.
The emission inventory developed in the previous chapter for Cuba -base year 2015, was used here to
assess the projection into 2030. Since this projection only acts on electric generation (i.e. other services
hold steady from 2015), just the emission parameters (i.e. emission factors, activity levels and allocations)
of power units need to be modiﬁed. Overall, in 2030, the emission rates from electricity generation increase
with respect to 2015: for NOx (19%), SOx (36%), VOC (17%), PPM (330%) and NH3 (94%). Increased
NOx, SOx and VOC emissions are mainly linked with an increase of activities of centralized power plants,
while for PPM and NH3 they mostly lie with the operation of new bioelectric plants on sugar factories. These
emissions are all particulate-forming pollutants; their rise will aﬀect the human health risks of exposures
to PM25. To investigate this issue, the average PM25 concentration levels were computed by modelling
the Cuban emission inventory with the Chemical Transport Model CHIMERE for 2015 and 2030 scenario;
then, a population-weighted mean level (Ex-PM25) of PM25 calculated as:
ExPM25 =
∑
i Ci
PM25Popi∑
i Popi
(6.1)
where: CiPM25 is the annual average of PM25 concentration and Popi the population at a region “i”.
The population-weighted mean of PM2.5 concentrations resulted 17.8 μg/m3 in 2015 and 19.0μ/m3 in 2030;
this indicates that people will live in the highest polluted areas by 2030.
6.2.4 Comparison between 2015 and 2030
In order to preliminarily evaluate the interests of the country, a set of indicators were designed. The
historic dependency on imported fuels has made Cuba vulnerable to political changes abroad and to oil
market variations, so that, energy security is center piece in the economic development of the country. In
addition, the availability of fossil fuels is likely ﬁnite. As a result limited reserves, it is not a long-term
sustainable solution for the country’s energy mix. An environmental aspect is also important to take into
account for the country, especially the impact on air quality (Sagastume et al. 2018), as the combustion
technologies that are currently in use are causing air quality degradation with negative eﬀects on human
health.
With the aforementioned in mind, indicators were calculated to allow for a comparison of the Cuban
situation between 2015 and 2030, where the criteria on which the indicators are based are: energy security,
energy sustainability and air quality impacts (see table 6.6 in Sec.6.4). The three indicators can range from
0 to 1. In short, when an indicator is equal to 1, the criteria does not change with respect to the base-case.
When the indicators are less than 1 the criteria improves over time, and likewise, when the indicators are
larger than 1 the criteria worsens over time. The ideal situation arises with nulls.
These indicators oﬀer intuitive formulations which compare the needs of primary resources and the
consequences on air quality of its use, using 2015 values as a base:
− The energy security criterion is evaluated as the ratio between the needs on imported fuels in 2030
and 2015. It implicitly measures the vulnerability of the country for net-import dependence. For the
2030 base-line the value is 0.83, which means reducing the share of imports from the energy mix. This
result mainly lies in the increased use of domestic and renewable primary resources (i.e. biomass, solar
and wind).
− The energy sustainability criterion is evaluated as the ratio between the needs of fossil fuels in 2030
and 2015. It directly concerns the fossil resources managed by the country, ranking its ability to
provide stable, aﬀordable and environmentally-friendly energy. For the proposed projection the value
is 1.16, which implies an increasing dependence on fossil resources.
− The air quality impact criterion is evaluated as the ratio between population exposure to PM25
concentrations between 2015 and 2030. The indicator is 1.07 and shows a rise in population exposure
due to the air quality deterioration in 2030. It is mainly due to an increased combustion of fuels
including crude oil and bagasse.
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6.3 Alternative scenarios for the Cuban energy mix
In view of improving the energy security, sustainability and air quality indicators, alternative scenarios
are explored in this section. To this end two complementary strategies will be analyzed: (i) Switching
primary resources and (ii) improving the eﬃciency of technologies to reduce energy demand.
6.3.1 Insights in energy demand
Until now, the electricity sector plays the main role in energy consumption, which prompted the Cuban
government to implement several policies to improve the energy sector’s operating rates. The most signiﬁcant
of the policies was implemented in 2005 during the Energy Revolution, which caused a substantial decrease
in electricity demand through energy eﬃciency and saving measures. A fundamental part of the process was
the replacement of household and state entities appliances with more eﬃcient equipment. The policy also
introduced a new electricity tariﬀ with a reduction of government subsidies to encourage electricity saving
(Guevara-stone et al. 2009; Suarez et al. 2012). The industrial sector, although technologically outdated
(Sagastume et al. 2018), has also implemented policies to improve energy eﬃciency. The sector has speciﬁc
bodies that provide services for saving energy (i.e. technological changes and materials) at aﬀordable costs
(Gonzalez Del Toro 2016). Such bodies police industries in such a way that all productive processes meet
standard energy consumption requirements.
With these policies Cuba has been able to manage its energy demands. However, an increase in energy
demand is stressed: forecasts of climate change have shown predicted increases of the annual average
temperature (Angeles et al. 2007) and a regional warming trend in the Caribbean. The region may increase
air conditioning demands to achieve human comfort in buildings. The projections of Angeles et al. 2010
show a positive energy demand per capita change of around 9.6/15 kWh per month by the middle of the
twenty-ﬁrst century (Angeles et al. 2018). In Cuba, this phenomenon may also lead to higher energy per
capita requirements for air conditioning, mainly in the tourism industry, which is one of the main sources
of revenue for the island. The rate of increase estimated by Cuban authorities is a little bit optimistic at
3.28% per year; it is more likely that the increase in electricity demand will be greater than 4% per year.
Moreover, the implemented policies have, so far, not had much impact on transport. This sector in
general uses outdated technologies, and the motor vehicle penetration rate is amongst the lowest in Latin
America. The demand is currently at around 336’400 tons of fuel, including diesel and gasoline. The vehicle
ﬂeet comprises some 362’000 vehicles (Enoch et al. 2004), with only 38 cars per 1’000 inhabitants. Even so,
the sector uses 10% of total energy demand which probably lies with the overconsumption of the obsolete
ﬂeet.
6.3.2 Insights in potential resources
Oﬃcial information about estimated reserves and potential of energy resources in Cuba was not found.
This work compiles data from diﬀerent sources and provides some estimation.
Fossil fuels
The size of oil deposits in onshore and oﬀshore territories remains diﬃcult to quantify. The known
quantity that would be extracted with available Cuban technologies was estimated by the Cuba oil union,
CUPE, to be 97.8 million toe. Nevertheless, the discovery of important crude oil and natural gas reserves
in the so-called “Cuban Economic Exclusion Zone (EEZ)” of the Gulf of Mexico is expected (cf. “Cuba.
Cartera de oportunidades de la inversion extranjera 2016-2017” 2017). The Cuban government has estimated
that at least 2.7 billion tons can be found deep in the sea, while the United States Geological Survey’s
estimate a more modest 630 million tons, which is still a signiﬁcant number (Schenk2004). On the basis
of historical extraction rates for crude oil and gas ( 5 million tons), and considering hypothetically that
all the reserves can be extracted, estimated onshore reserves will last approximately 22 years and oﬀshore
reserves approximately 155 years (IAEA 2008).
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Biomass
Bagasse from sugar-cane and marabu are expected to be the most important biomass sources in Cuba.
The country has around 6’279 100 ha of agricultural surface. During the last 10 years, more than 400’000 ha
of sugar-cane have been cultivated (see Fig.6.4) for an average annual production of 14’610 million tons , with
harvest yield at 36 tons/ha. In 2015, sugar-cane was harvested across 436’600 ha (7% of agricultural surface),
with the total production increasing up to 19.3 million tons (ONE, 2016). One ton of sugar-cane processed
in a sugar factory yields on average around 240 kg of bagasse. Their cogeneration potential is documented
in ranges of 20-25 kWh/ton-of-cane (Alonso-pippo et al. 2008), 580 kWh/ton-of-bagasse (Sagastume et al.
2018) or 35-40 kWh/ton-milled-sugarcane (Alonso-pippo et al. 2008; Jimenez Borges et al. 2017; Sagastume
et al. 2018), based on diﬀerent sugar factory generation pressures ( 18-23 bar) and eﬃciencies. Opportunities
exist to increase the rates of production from bagasse, which includes enhancements on harvest yields (90
tons /ha) and electricity production eﬃciency (140 kWh/ton-milled-sugarcane). Considering an average
harvest of 47.5 million tons of sugarcane (i.e. following the trend 2010-2015 which increase production at
2 million tons per year), the 2030 production of bagasse is estimated at 8.4 million tons. The potential
cogeneration ranges between 1’700 and 6’500 GWh depending on current and optimal eﬃciencies.
Figure 6.4: Trend of sugarcane production from 2005 to 2015
The marabu covers over 1.7 million ha (15% of the Cuban territory) (Käkönen et al. 2014; Rodríguez-
Machín et al. 2012; Sagastume et al. 2018). The shrub expands quickly at an average occupancy of 37
tons/ha and a natural renewability period of 3 years. Currently, about 63 million tons of marabu are
available all over the country. This resource could either be progressively eradicated to release agricultural
surface for other applications or be re-used. The combustion properties of this biomass is documented to
be between 120 kWh/t (MINAS and JICA, 2016) and 1268 kWh/t (Sagastume et al. 2018). Considering a
capability of harvesting 21 million tons (1/3 of availability) every year (which is an optimistic estimation
considering the diﬃculties that are currently faced in eradicating the shrub, cf. Rodríguez-Machín et al.
2012), the potential electric generation ranges between 2’520 and 26’628 GWh.
Water, wind, solar
Average annual precipitation in Cuba is 1400 mm. There are about 900 runoﬀ water streams, though
they are not very extensive owing to the long and narrow shape of the country (with an average width
of 97 km). The estimated hydropower potential of annual generation is around 1300 GWh (IAEA 2008);
however, it cannot be completely exploited because of environmental protection constraints. In this work,
we consider the hydropower potential as estimated in Cuban 2030 projection where only 985GWh ( 75%)
can be used.
The Cuban wind potential was found to be a very controversial topic. Estimations for the Caribbean
derived a considerably large potential with good to exceptional power densities: 200–300 W/m2 (Chadee et
al. 2014) and 500-1000 W/m2 (Maegaard et al. 2013). However, investigations carried out with assistance
from Cuban meteorological stations identiﬁed a limited number of suitable sites (20) with potential for
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around 2’000 MW (Käkönen et al. 2014) and utilization factor of 23% (4’030GWh). Other Cuban estimations
from climate modelling identiﬁed 448 km2 of land with good wind conditions and merely 63 km2 having
excellent wind conditions for electric generation; these led an estimated potential of 2’550 MW (Panﬁl et al.
2017). The lowest ﬁgures on the overall annual potential go down to 1200 MW ( 2418 GWh) (IAEA 2008)
while the highest go up to 5’000 and 14’000 MW (Avila 2009).
Due to its geographical location in the tropical latitude, the country is extremely well endowed in solar
energy. Studies on climate conditions provide conﬁrmatory evidence of around 2800 sunshine hours (32% of
utilization factor) annually. The daily average solar energy that reaches Cuban land throughout the year is
5 kWh/m2 (Panﬁl et al. 2017). This value is relatively uniform across the country and shows little variations
(±0.5 kWh/m2) from winter to summer seasons (MINAS et al. 2016). Jacobson et al. 2017 estimated a PV
panel install capacity of 8’726’129 MW, only taking into account suitable rural land areas (i.e. rural land
areas receiving a minimum acceptable solar insolation and being appropriated for PV panel installation) .
This huge potential represents an energy of around 24’433’161GWh per year.
Table 6.4: Potential of energy resources in Cuba
Resources Annual potential Annual potential Reserve last
(million tons) (GWh) (years)
Crude oil and associated gas 5.0 15110- 20870 155
Bagasse biomass 8.4 1700 - 6500 -
Marabu biomass 21.0 2500 - 26628 -
Water - 985 -
Solar - 24433161 -
Wind - 2418-28207 -
The reduction of energy dependence in Cuba entails a more intensive exploitation of local renewable
energy resources: biomass (bagasse and marabu), wind or sun. However, the exploitation of these resources
depends on the area that is dedicated to them, such that solar panels, wind turbines and biomass crops must
compete to occupy land surface across the country. Fig.6.5 provides a comparison of the physical land surface
Figure 6.5: Land surface (km2) required to meet Cuban electricity demand from solar, wind and biomass
resources
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needed for the use of each renewable resource assuming that it will provide 100% of the Cuban electricity
demand by 2030. The physical land surface includes the spacing between devices avoiding, for example, the
partial shadowing on the energy yield of PV systems or the interference due to the wake of a wind turbine
with others downwind. For Utility scale PV has an installed spacing density of 100-300 MW/km2, which is
assumed on the basis of estimations performed by Al-Khazzar 2017 for diﬀerent types of PV modules with
eﬃciencies from 0.12 to 0.20 and areas between 1.3 and 1.7 m2. For Wind Turbines the assumed range
is 7.1 - 13.6 MW/km2, taken from Jacobson et al. 2017. In the case of biomass, the estimated occupied
surface area is based on the harvesting area needed to generate electricity during 150 days from bagasse and
225 days from marabu. This estimation also combines minimal and maximum expected generation rates in
terms of harvesting yields, technological eﬃciencies and biomass properties. The comparison between the
physical land-surfaces needed by the diﬀerent kind of renewable energies shows that a widespread use of
solar or wind energy should account for less than 0.1% and 2% of Cuba land, respectively. The estimation
for the biomass is between 15% to 128%. This estimate shows a wide range of uncertainty as biomass crop
yields and the eﬃciency of technologies used for energy production from biomass can vary widely.
6.3.3 Matching electric power supply with demand
Wind and solar resources do not contribute signiﬁcantly to the Cuban energy production (only 0.5% of
the electricity production in 2015). Because they constitute the highest potential of the country’s renewable
energies, the increase of their part in the Cuban energy mix is an option that deserves to be considered.
The main disadvantage of these resources is that they supply energy intermittently and stochastically
on a temporal basis. As intermittent penetration increases, electric grid integration issues become more
signiﬁcant and energy storage becomes an important option that needs to be considered.
Basic calculation features
The planning of energy scenarios aiming to increase the part of wind and solar energy requires an
assessment of the constraints arising from the temporal match between electricity demand and supply, the
use of storage and conventional technologies in the power system. In this study, such assessment is supported
on a time series simulation model created for, and readily adapted to, the situation in Cuba. It accounts
for estimations of the temporal electricity demand on one side and the solar and wind energy production
on the other side.
The simulation model is composed of four components: the intermittent sources, the demand, the storage
and the conventional backup. It assumes that the available intermittent power is ﬁrst used to supply as
much as demand as possible. Whatever load remains (if any), the model attempts to supply it from the
storage. If there is still load remaining, the model attempts to supply it with the backup (conventional
generators). The system operates in an hourly basis: during the hourly time step, the intermittent sources
provide an energy ﬂux equal to It while the expected demand in an energy ﬂux is equal to Dt. At the
beginning of each time step t − 1/2, the amount of stored energy is equal to St−1/2, and it is equal to
St+1/2 at the end of the time step. The losses are taken into account between each network connection: ηID
between the intermittent sources and the demand, ηIS between the intermittent sources and the storage,
ηSD between the storage and the demand, and ηBD between the backup and the demand. The energy
storage is considered ideal and is allowed to vary from none to inﬁnity. There is also no limit on charging
or discharging power levels.
The energy ﬂows can be distributed between the diﬀerent components of the system in three diﬀerent
ways:
1. The intermittent sources provide enough energy to fulﬁl the demand: It > Dt(1−ηID) .
The surplus energy which is equal to −It + Dt1−ηID goes directed towards the storage (Fig.6.6a).
2. The intermittent sources does not provide enough energy to fulﬁll the entirely the demand:
It(1−ηID) ≤ Dt. Then, the energy storage supplies Dt −It(1−ηID) which is suﬃcient to complement
the demand (Fig.6.6b).
3. The intermittent sources and the storage provide respectively It(1 − ηID) and St−1/2(1 − ηSD) to the
demand but this is not suﬃcient to fulﬁll demand entirely. The missing energy demand which should
be powered by a backup energy source is Bt (Fig.6.6c).
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The description of the three situations a), b) and c) is used to calculate the energy ﬂuxes that drive the
storage balance:
F t
IS = max
[
0;
(
It − Dt1 − ηID
)(
1 − ηIS)] (6.2)
F t
SD = max
{
−St−1/2;min
[
0; It(1 − η
ID) − Dt
1 − ηSD
]}
(6.3)
F t
IS is the ﬂux provided by the intermittent sources, it leads to an increase of storage. F tSD is the ﬂux
supplied by the storage to powered the demand, it leads to a decrease of storage. These two ﬂuxes are used
to compute the storage balance at each time step as follow:
St+1/2 = St−1/2 + F tSD + F tIS (6.4)
The backup source can be estimated starting from the demand balance. In situation a) and b) it is not
needed to supply the demand (Bt = 0). In situation c), the intermittent sources and the storage are not
suﬃcient and the backup is needed to close the demand balance:
Dt = It(1 − ηID) + St−1/2(1 − ηSD) + Bt(1 − ηBD) (6.5)
To ﬁt with the three situations a), b) and c), the backup source can be computed as follow:
Bt = max
(
0;
Dt − It(1 − ηID) − St−1/2(1 − ηSD)
1 − ηBD
)
(6.6)
Figure 6.6: Energy ﬂuxes between the intermittent sources, the storage, the demand and the backup: a)
the intermittent sources provide enough energy to entirely fulﬁl the demand, b) the storage completes the
intermittent sources to supply the demand, c) intermittent sources and storage are not suﬃcient to entirely
power the demand, so it is necessary to use a backup energy source.
Data and application
Hourly loads of electricity demand at each time step were estimated from modelling historical national
electricity data with the tool MAED from (IAE) 2006. These calculations were performed by researchers of
CUBAENERGIA for the year 2015 assuming that the time proﬁle of the energy demand remains steady in
the future, despite the electricity growth.
Solar hourly capacity factors were simulated using data from the Solaris 2017 dataset NREL 2008 (i.e.
ﬁve years of hourly global radiation data). It considers that power output of PV systems largely depends
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on the amount of global radiation. The nominal power is obtained when the intensity of sunshine reach
the ideal condition of 900W/m2. PV panels are supposed to be inclined at an angle equal to the average
latitude of the country and correctly spaced to avoid shadowing. The losses compared to performance in
optimal conditions due to non-ideal alignment of modules in tilt and/or azimuth or higher temperatures are
neglected.
Hourly onshore wind turbine output power was estimated using simulation results from the Weather
Research Forecasting model. The estimation of the hourly capacity factors is based on the variations of
wind speeds assuming a typical power curve which nominal power arise when wind speeds reach 14-25 m/s,
cut-in speed at less than 3m/s, and cut-out speed at 25m/s.
A constant wind and solar energy install-capacity is chosen to compute the intermittent energy power
available every hour using the hourly solar and wind capacity factors. The diﬀerence between the intermit-
tent energy power and the demand load is calculated for every hour. This diﬀerence is used to calculate
the energy which can be stored and the energy backup (produced by other types of energy sources), which
should be introduced when the intermittent sources are not suﬃcient.
The loss between the energy supply and the demand accounted for 15% in 2015. We assume that this
value will be the same in 2030 between the backup and the demand. We also assume that wind and solar
energy will be produced locally in each of the country’s regions, which should lead to a reduced energy loss
(10%) between the intermittent sources and the demand. An increased loss of energy (30%) is speciﬁed when
the energy supply is ensured through the storage (from the intermittent sources to the storage and then
to the demand). The calculation is performed for diﬀerent installed capacities and each result is expressed
according to the percentage of the demand supplied by the intermittent sources.
The calculated results show that the backup energy, and consequently the average fossil fuel consumption,
decreases linearly with the percentage of demand, which is fulﬁlled by the intermittent energy (Fig.6.7a);
this will result in an increasing storage capacity. It also showed that three diﬀerent kind of scenarios can
be distinguished (Fig.6.7):
(i) when less than 20% of the demand is fulﬁlled by the intermittent sources, no energy storage is required,
but the backup capacity (i.e. maximum hourly backup required) remains the same as if there were no
intermittent sources.
(ii) when the percentage of the demand fulﬁlled by the intermittent sources is between 20% and 80%, the
energy stored increases progressively, but the backup capacity decreases minimally.
(iii) when greater than 80% of the demand comes from intermittent sources the storage increases strongly,
while the backup capacity decreases to reach zero when 100% percent of the demand is covered by
the intermittent sources.
The model application oﬀer some interesting insights. First it indicates that intermittent resources
could supply 20% of the load and save a corresponding amount of fuel without the need for storage. As
penetration levels increase, storage would become progressively more useful. For greater penetration levels,
signiﬁcant fuel saving would be possible but a big storage would be required. It is apparent that an
intermediate transition (i.e. intermittent resources fulﬁlling between 20-80% of electricity demand) could
not be a desirable option, and beneﬁcial eﬀect can become more pronounced after 80% of penetration
level. This is encouraging for providing a large fraction of Cuba’s electricity with renewables. However,
the overarching conclusion is that energy storage will become progressively more important when supplying
very large fractions of electrical networks’ load with wind and solar.
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(a) Backup evolution (b) Backup capacity
(c) Storage capacity
Figure 6.7: Backup energy, storage capacity and backup capacity calculated for diﬀerent solar installed
capacity expressed according to the diﬀerent percentages of the electricity demand supplied by the solar
energy.
6.3.4 Scenarios development
On the basis of the calculated results, a set of scenarios are deﬁned for the year 2030. They show the
pathways in which 20, 50 and 100% of ﬁnal electricity demand is provided from intermittent resources and
includes the option of switching existing vehicles by an electric ﬂeet. Table 6.5 lists the scenarios considered.
The electricity demand of the transport sector considers that the number of vehicles remains steady from
2015. However, the use of conventional fuels decreases to zero and the rate of energy consumption decreases
from 0.63-3.75 kWh/km to 0.02-0.20 kWh/km on the basis of current consumption of diﬀerent categories of
commercial electric vehicles (Osses 2018).
Table 6.5: List of alternative scenarios for 2030
No. Scenario ID
1a 2030-Int20%
1b 2030-Int20% EV
2a 2030-Int50%
2b 2030-Int50% EV
3a 2030-Int100%
3b 2030-Int100% EV
In scenarios 1a and 1b, 20% of the Cuban electricity demand in 2030 is produced from solar and
wind resources. Hydroelectric plants are able to meet 3% (2.8% considering EV) of demand and bioelectric
plants meet 15.6% (14.4% considering EV). The 61.4% (62.9% considering EV) will be supplied by oil-based
technologies. These scenarios account for the share of oil-based technologies (i.e. backup) less-demanding
on imports.
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Scenarios 2a and 2b evaluate the option of solar and wind integration at 50% of electricity demands.
In agreement with Sec.6.3.3, an energy storage system of around ( 26GW) could accompany these options.
Hydroelectric and bioelectric plants meet the same percentages of scenarios 1 and 2, but the generation
of oil-based technologies is reduced down to 31.4% (32.8% considering EV). Scenarios 3a and 3b meet
100% electricity demands from intermittent resources. In addition, hydroelectric and bioelectric plants are
supposed to provide electricity up to their full potentials. In the case of bioelectric plants, only the 150 days
(i.e. from November to May) of electric generation during the sugarcane milling season are considered. The
system is set to over-generation at ∼ 115% of electricity demand and might account for storage at around
2700GW.
6.4 Results
Fig.6.8 shows the primary resources required for each scenario. The ﬁrst and second bars represent the
reference base-case in 2015 and the base-line projection into 2030, such as described in Sec.6.2.1 and 6.2.2.
As was mentioned earlier, the base-case energy mix accounts for 84% and 42% of fossil and imported fuels
respectively. By 2030, a rise in energy demand is expected and consequently, an increase in reliance on
energy resources. The base-line proposed by Cuban authorities achieves a drop in the share of imports (i.e.
higher levels of energy security) by intensifying the use of domestic resources (mainly crude oil and biomass
from bagasse) but proves to be more reliant on fossil fuels (i.e. decrease sustainability). Accordingly, air
quality degradation and an increasing population health risk of pollution exposure are anticipated.
Figure 6.8: Comparison between scenarios for 2030
Table 6.6: Indicators 2030
Criteria 2030BL 2030 2030 2030 2030 2030 2030
In20% Int20% Int50% 50% Int100% Int100%
EV EV EV
Energy security 0.83 0.52 0.44 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Energy sustainability 1.16 1.00 0.96 0.68 0.63 0.35 0.29
Air quality 1.07 1.01 0.99 0.93 0.90 0.84 0.80
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The second to the eighth bars in Fig.6.8 show the consequences of Cuba’s penetration of renewable
resources to meet the increase of electricity demand, such as described in Sec.6.3.4. In agreement with indi-
cators in Sec.6.2.4, the energy security, sustainability and air quality impact changes can also be perceived
(see also table6.6). Overall, the results indicate that energy security and sustainability increase with wind
and solar penetration at diﬀerent rates: a penetration rate of 20% of the electricity demand signiﬁcantly
decreases fuel imports requirements (even more than the base-line scenario) but the share on fossil fuel, as
well as the level of population exposure to pollution, remains the same as in 2015. Once the wind and solar
penetration rise to 50%, Cuba can achieve complete energy independence and signiﬁcantly reduce ( 40%)
the use of fossil fuel resources. Finally, when adding solar and wind electric generation at 100% of demand,
the dependency on fossil fuels signiﬁcantly decreases, however the reliance on services such as industrial
and production processes still avoids a complete phase out of fossil fuels. Not surprisingly, a high use of
renewable energy has positive eﬀects on air quality. Rates over 50% can diminish the level of population
exposure to pollution by between 7 and 20%.
The eﬀect of switching the existing vehicles to an entirely electric ﬂeet can be also considered. Despite
the increase in electricity demand, the net eﬀect for the energy system is a reduction in total requirements
on resources. The switching may help the country to reduce its dependency on oil imports ( 15%, comparing
scenarios Int20% and Int20%EV), and save between 4 and 18% of oil by-products such as diesel and gasoline.
6.5 Summary and conclusions
This work aimed to explore scenarios for a reliable Cuban energy transition. To this end, an overview
of the country’s energy system (i.e. resources, technologies, and services) and its short-term projection was
drawn up. Final energy consumption was characterized as the sum of two main components: electricity
demand and oil sub-product demand. Among them, the electricity sector plays the main role as it currently
consumes 73% of all resources managed by the country, of which 45% are imported.
It is a fact that the component of electricity demand will increase over time. Although this has already
been acknowledged by the country’s authorities, the rate of increase that they envisage is likely underes-
timated. At the same time, there is a wide range of uncertainty over the supply outlook for 2030. The
estimated margins of resource availability and recoverability (mainly fossil fuels and biomass) are often
optimistic. Following these insights, it is not certain that electricity demand for 2030 could be met. In
addition, the dependency on imports makes the country vulnerable to political changes abroad; while the
dependence on fossil fuel, combined with the use of outdated technologies, deteriorate the environment.
Our assessment is that there is potential for these risks to be managed by a wider use of renewable
resources. The potential of the main renewable energy resources available for Cuba have been evaluated.
The required land-surface for its widespread adoption have been computed. It was found that the use of
solar and wind resources require less than 0.1% (for the solar) and 2% (for the wind) of Cuban land to
be able to entirely fulﬁl the electricity demand expected in 2030, while the biomass might require a great
deal of space land expenses. This issue caused the study to focus more on the analysis of wind and solar
systems. These resources are characterized by a large degree of intermittency driven by natural variability
of climate factors. Thus, time series simulations that included an intermittent electric supply coupled with
storage and backup utilities were performed.
The simulations allowed for rapid estimations of the intermittent deployment: as its penetration rates
increase, the average use of conventional technologies (i.e. centralized thermoelectric, combined-cycle gen-
erating plants and distributed generator sets) and resources decrease regularly. However, the storage and
backup utilities operate diﬀerently. Three diﬀerent regimes were revealed: for intermittent penetration
below 20% of electricity demand, the loads can be supplied without the need for storage, but high backup
capacities (the same as a conventional supply) must be available to meet peak demands. Above this rate,
the regime still needs high traditional backup capacities and storage requirements start subtly increasing
until intermittent penetration meets approximately 80% of the electricity demand. As intermittent penetra-
tion increases over 80%, storage signiﬁcantly increases and backup capacities can progressively be stopped
until their services are not more required. It is apparent that beneﬁcial eﬀect can become more pronounced
after 80% of penetration level. This is encouraging for providing a large fraction of Cuba’s electricity with
renewables. However, the overarching conclusion is that energy storage will become progressively more
important when supplying very large fractions of electrical networks’ load with wind and solar.
In order to evaluate the consequences of these regimes to the country development, a set of scenarios
were deﬁned for the year 2030. They show the pathways in which 20, 50 and 100% of ﬁnal electricity demand
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is provided from intermittent resources. In addition, a set of indicators allow for quantifying the eﬀects in
terms of energy security, sustainability and air quality impacts. Overall, the results indicated that energy
security and sustainability increase with wind and solar penetration at diﬀerent rates. A penetration rate
of 20% of the demand signiﬁcantly decreases fossil fuel imports. Once raised to 50%, Cuba can achieve
complete energy independence. Not surprisingly, the penetration of renewable energy sources had positive
eﬀects on air quality.
This study is signiﬁcant in assessing the beneﬁts of renewable resources deployment over Cuba, as well
as in evaluating the consequences of the transition. The status of these assessments is very encouraging
and it lead one to consider what additional features could be added to guide policy-makers about the main
ingredients of a low-carbon and self-suﬃcient energy transition. Some possibilities include assessments of
the eﬀects of diﬀerent storage types, holding capacity and charging/discharging power varying, as well as
estimations about the kind of backup supply (e.g. centralized, bio-electric, hydroelectric power plants)
which is needed / available considering the start-up times/frequencies at which conventional energy must
supply the shortages of intermittent-storage system. The economical eﬀects of the resulting alternatives -
including market prices, investments and operating costs- are important factors that should be also included
for upcoming research.
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Chapter 7
Summary of main contributions and
outlook
This thesis presented alternative methods to facilitate the assessment of air quality and energy strategies
in the framework of developing countries. It was implemented in Cuba. The main contributions of this
work are summarised in the following two sections: alternatives methods for the assessments of air quality
strategies, the case of Cuba (Sec.7.1) and general design features toward a sustainable energy transition,
the case of Cuba (Sec.7.2). In the following some recommendations for further develop the methods hereby
(Sec.7.3 and 7.4).
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7.1 Alternatives techniques for reliable assessments of emission
abatement strategies, the case of Cuba
This section summarizes the work performed on air pollution emphasizing the main contributions. The
workﬂow diagram integrates the relationships among research steps, see Fig.7.1.
Figure 7.1: Interdependencies of the research in air quality domain and main contributions (*)
A ﬁrst contribution of this research is to provide relevant data on air quality. A pollution measurement
campaign was carried out in Havana, Cuba. Some traﬃc-related pollutants (i.e. PM10, SO2 and NO2)
were rated. Observations showed that concentration levels exceeded World Health Organization thresholds
for PM10 and SO2. Subsequence statistical analysis (Sec.2.3) indicated that southeast/northeast wind
episodes drag signiﬁcant amount of PM10/SO2 to the urban environment from speciﬁc sources around the
city. However traﬃc was found responsible for around 50% of PM10 concentrations at the level street
(Sec.3.5).
A second important contribution was to use the measurements results to develop and implement a
low-cost methodology able to estimate vehicle emission factors. This methodology uses street canyon mea-
surements of traﬃc ﬂuxes, wind, and pollutant concentration. It improves the approach developed by
Belalcazar et al. 2009 reducing its cost and improving its robustness. So far, emission factors have been
found only for PM. As expected, results has identiﬁed pre-1980 vehicles as the most polluting technologies
(see Sec.3.3), and pointed that upgrading this category would be an eﬀective scenario for reducing PM10
air pollution in Havana by between 10 and 17%. These emission factors are also key parameters on the
development of road transport emission inventories of Cuba.
A third contribution stems from our reframing of the issue of how to assess the usability of an emission
inventory for air quality simulations. The Emission Database for Global Atmospheric Research (EDGAR)
was used to generate a preliminary emission inventory (EI) of Havana. A second EI was created from
local information provided by the Cuban partner. The implementation of comparison methods developed
in the framework of the Forum for Air Quality Modelling in Europe-FAIRMODE showed that the global
EI cannot be used as reference for air quality analysis as it is too far from what we locally know: EDGAR
overestimates emission factors of stationary sources for CO by a factor of 3 and SO2 by a factor of 1.5
while underestimates those of PPM by a factor of 25. Most of the road transport emission factors are also
overestimated in EDGAR; PPM, CO and NOx are 2 times higher, while CH4 and SO2 are 5 to 20 times
higher.
This ﬁnding led to the development of a new-regional emission inventory for Cuba (see Sec. 5.2.1).
It was used as input for modelling the air quality over the country. Simulations were performed with the
deterministic chemical transport model CTM- CHIMERE (Mailler et al. 2017; Menut et al. 2013)and driven
by meteorological outcomes from the Weather Research Forecasting model (WRF of National Centers for
Environmental Prediction NOAA, U.S. Department of Commerce 2000). Since we focused on simplifying
tools for scenarios analysis, we statistically explored the model responses of proxy pollutants (EEA, 2008),
such as particulate matter, nitrogen oxides and ozone; and their interrelationships. This provided insights
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into the behaviour and key relationships among them (see Sec.5.3) and showed that yearly averages of hourly
NOx and PM25, as well as the SOMO35 index (i.e. sum of maximum 8-hours ozone levels over 35 ppb for
a year) might concisely represent pollution conditions under all circumstances in Cuban simulations since
other pollutant of interest (e.g. PPM, NO2 and O3 night/day levels) can reasonable be derived from them.
A fourth important contribution derives from the development of simpliﬁed algebraic relationships able
to predict the impacts on concentrations that result from regional emission abatements. Following the
statements of linearity (i.e. linear relationships between emission and concentrations) described by Clappier
et al. 2015 and Thunis et al. 2015, and implementing the approach of Pisoni et al. 2017, a simpliﬁed
forecaster of NOx and PM25, SOMO35 pollution was developed for Cuba (i.e. the so-called “Source-
Receptor Relationship -SRR”). It worked properly for all tested applications even for those considering
high level of simultaneous reductions of pollutant precursors (i.e. PPM, NO2, SOx, NH3, and VOC). To
further improve the statistical estimates over Cuba, two diﬀerent algorithms were explored (Sec. 5.4.3);
they subtly enhance PM25 and SOMO35 applications. The SRR is able to assess the impact of projected
emission reduction strategies on air quality in a faster way (i.e. it requires low CPU time and computer
resources).
7.2 General design features toward a sustainable energy transi-
tion. The case of Cuba
This section summarizes the work performed on the issue of energy systems emphasizing the contributions
made by the author through the Cuban case study.
Figure 7.2: Main contribution in energy system domain
The study aimed to explore scenarios for the energy transition of Cuba. To this end, an overview of
the country’s energy system (i.e. resources, technologies, and services) and its short-term projection was
drawn up. Final consumption was represented as the sum of two main components: electricity and all
other services using oil sub-products. Among them, electricity sector plays the main role since it currently
consumes 73% of all resources managed by the country and 45% of those imported.
In order to decrease the energy dependency of fossil fuel and imports, an assessment of the potential and
consequences of Cuba’s use of local renewable resources (i.e. biomass, wind and solar) was carried out. A
widespread adoption of solar and wind systems would require around 0.1% and 2% of Cuba land. However,
the biomass might suppose a great deal of space land expenses accounting for at least 15% of Cuba land.
Time series simulations, including solar and wind electric supply coupled with storage and backup
utilities showed that an increasing penetration rates of these resources decreases the use of conventional
technologies and resources regularly. Solar and wind could supply around 20% of the electricity demand
and save a corresponding amount of fossil fuel without the need for storage but as penetration levels increase,
storage become progressively more useful. For greater penetration levels, signiﬁcant fossil fuel saving would
be possible but a big storage would be required. It is apparent that beneﬁcial eﬀect of solar and wind
use can become more pronounced after 80% of penetration level which is encouraging for providing a large
fraction of Cuba’s electricity with renewables. However, the overarching conclusion is that energy storage
will become signiﬁcant when supplying very large fractions of electrical networks’ load with wind and solar.
A set of transition scenarios -designed on the basis of diﬀerent mix of energy resources- indicated that
the energy security and sustainability of the country can also increase with the use of renewable resources:
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A penetration rate at 20% of the demand signiﬁcantly decreases fossil fuel imports. Once raised to 50%,
Cuba can achieve complete energy independence. The scenario which fulﬁls 100% of the electricity demands
from solar and wind resources shows the maximum of sustainability. Not surprisingly, the penetration of
renewables had also positive eﬀects on air quality.
7.3 Recommendations
In this section we formulate some recommendations for further developing the methods presented in this
thesis. But ﬁrst, a word for the Cuban researchers who will continue developing this work:
(i) It is important to stress the still remaining need for air pollution measurements over Cuba. Forth-
coming measurement campaigns must be organized in other places and over longer time period –if
possible covering the two most important seasons of the country, the so-called Cuban dry and wet
seasons. This may allow ﬁrstly for performing a more complete analysis of the Cuban air pollution
processes; and secondly to have reference measurement points for comparing and validating air quality
modelling results.
(ii) It is still necessary to validate the methodology of emission factors estimations for other pollutants;
e.g. gases like NO2 and SO2. To do that, it is recommended to select a street canyon with signiﬁcant
and diverse traﬃc conditions, in a way that correctly represents the technological conditions of the
ﬂeet to be evaluated. In addition, we strongly recommend measuring pollutant concentration levels
at low time intervals -then explore the averaging time period that best ﬁt traﬃc, concentrations and
meteorological data.
(iii) The example study of setting up the SRR over Cuba is, such as it was stated, just an example; before
any deﬁnitive version may be released, it is necessary to validate the Chemical Transport Model -
CTM results.
(iv) Although Cuban institutions provide control services for saving energy in industrial sector, a deeper
review and evaluation of the technologies used in industrial and production process is recommended.
It must be useful for establishing reliable energy policies at a country level in such sectors.
Further improvements can be achieved on the methods presented along this dissertation:
− With respect to the methodology for low-cost estimation of vehicle emission factor
Among several mathematical assumptions, the background concentration level at the street level is as-
sumed constant. It has eﬀects on the accuracy of estimations since it deteriorates the quality of the statistical
relations established between traﬃc ﬂows and pollutant concentration levels. Three intuitive directions could
be followed to reduce this source of imprecision: (a) including measurements of background concentrations
as inputs in the algorithm –it will reduce the number of unknown variables and could potentially increase
the accuracy of calculations, (b) clustering the set of measurements over periods during which background
contributions has proven to be constant (e.g. from complementary measurements of surrounding stationary
stations), and (c) removing the background concentration from estimations by considering relationships in
form of derivatives. This technique was already tested by the author with acceptable preliminary results:
they were less accurate than those obtained by the proposed methodology for PM10 but they could be
valid for applications to other pollutants. In addition, this methodology was implemented for the speciﬁc
street conﬁguration. A generalization including diﬀerent street geometries (i.e. ratio height/width of street
canyons) could broaden its range of applications.
− With respect to the Source-Receptor Relationship
The method worked properly for all tested applications but it was less accurate than expected –in
comparison with the original applications in Pisoni et al. 2017. The level of accuracy associated with
the estimation method might be further increased by establishing other kind of locally weighted kernel
functions (e.g. local polynomials) between emissions and concentrations during the training (ﬁt) step.
Indeed, the implementation of alternative kernel functions would ﬁt a more adapted smooth surface of
concentrations from surrounding emission values. As inconvenient, the number of coeﬃcient (unknown
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parameters) relating emissions and concentrations could increase, and consequently, an increased number
of simulation runs (scenarios) might be required to perform the calculations. A trade-oﬀ between bias (i.e.
error from assumptions in the algorithm) and variance (i.e. variability of estimates) must be found.
A current limitation of the approach lies in the spatial resolution; once the algebraic relationships are
ﬁt, smaller conﬁgurations cannot be analysed. This leads to problem for energy system scenarios analysis as
they must consider emission changes at a very local scale. One approach that could overcome this issue is to
add downscaling implementations. This is a technique commonly used to extract high-resolution information
from regional scale variables produced by coarse resolution models, e.g. CTMs. More speciﬁcally, statistical
downscaling (e.g. regression-base downscaling) is based on developing a statistical relationship between
small-scale variables and large-scale variables (Alkuwari et al. 2013). The main advantage of their use is
that it is computationally inexpensive and appropriate when computational resources are limited (Wilby
et al. 2004), as in developing regions. Statistical downscaling can provide point-speciﬁc forecasts from a
set of air quality simulations at high resolution in areas of interest. Regression ﬁts (e.g. linear, principal
component or nearest neighbour smoother regression) can be implemented between the grid average values
at coarse resolution and local model outputs. In the case of Cuba, computer performance limited the CTM
forecasts to a coarse spatial resolution of 24km; however, high-resolution simulations (3km) were performed
for Havana. It could be very interesting to link a downscaling method to the SRR of Cuba, in order to
forecast emission reductions in Havana. This approach can also be used to improve the forecasts provided
by SRR from measurements produced by monitoring stations, which is widely applied in downscaling CTMs
from observations of historical data.
− With respect to the time series simulations of intermittent (i.e. wind and solar) energy
In its current form, the time series simulation of intermittent energy production illustrates basic features
mismatching the available wind and solar power with electrical load, and the possible beneﬁts of storage
and backup systems. It would be also interesting to look at the possible beneﬁt of using the storage to shift
energy produced at times of low value to peak hours. In this way storage can be used as part of an overall
dispatching strategy to reduce fossil fuel use. It could be also of interest to look at the eﬀect of storage
holding ﬁxed capacity and charging/discharging power varying. It could provide interesting insights about
the optimum size of storage capable of saving the greater fossil fuel amounts.
The model does not include estimations about the start-up times and frequencies at which conventional
energy must supply the shortages of intermittent-storage system. This could be signiﬁcant in selecting the
kind of backup supply (e.g. centralized, bio-electric, hydroelectric power plants) which is needed / available.
For planning purposes, it is recommended to provide these sort of outputs.
The assessment framework still does not consider costs. The eﬀect of market prices, investments and
operating costs are important factors in real-world operational decisions. So that, these evaluations should
be included for upcoming research.
7.4 Outlook
The techniques presented in this thesis can potentially assist the planning of future strategies in air
quality and energy ﬁelds. However, this work is just a step towards the goal of providing an adapted
modelling support in designing sustainable energy strategies for low-income economies. Additional work
is in still necessary to model other components of this complex system. Forthcoming steps should foster
ﬂexibility, simplicity (in terms of data and computational demands) and accuracy required for applications
in developing countries.
In this regard, the experience gained along this research let formulate some recommendations.
(i) Compiling data: The characteristics of the energy systems of developing countries are complex and
make their study challenging. To prevent misﬁt, it is strongly recommended to avoid the use of global
data, or at least, carefully evaluate the reliability of data sources in the speciﬁc context. The use of
local/regional data with adequately adapted models (e.g. approaches of type bottom-up) should be
preferred.
(ii) Modelling support: Computationally intensive modelling, either on air quality or energy ﬁelds, is
often diﬃcult to perform in developing countries. Outcomes such as interactive graphics or scenarios-
based analyses accounting for ad-hoc criteria (of interest for the country) could prove to be helpful
for facilitating the assessment of air quality and energy strategies.
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(iii) Uncertainty: Even considering these cautions, one could ask whether and to what extent a set of
solutions is reliable. The level of uncertainty associated with the estimation methods might be further
investigated. Uncertainties and/or sensitive analysis are research issues that must be considered when
modelling systems in developing countries.
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